This zine has been compiled by some anarchists from the
colonised region known as Australia. This small project was
initiated to contribute to a discussion on how anti-authoritarians
should intervene in or disrupt the 2013 Federal Election.
We have included statements and communiques from a range of
anti-authoritarian positions taken from counter information sites,
from the insurrectionary to the platformist.
We have also included some noteworthy accounts of unclaimed
attacks on politicians, their offices and hoardings culled from
various corporate news sources around the world. While we
recognise that some of these these actions may have been inspired
by opposition to a particular politician or party, and not politics as
such, they have been included as suggestions for actions that may
be reproduced and hopefully generalised.
On the other hand, we have excluded anti-election campaigns and
attacks on politicians which have been claimed by or can be
attributed to other political parties or their agents, such as the
recent anti-election campaigns by islamist parties in Pakistan and
armed Maoists in India.
This report is only partial as many acts of anti-political resistance
go unreported and we have only included texts which were easily
available online and already translated into english.
Politics is a game of repression and representation of mediation
and melodrama. Antiauthoritarians must never fall under the spell
of politics with its opinion polls, sound bites and false promises.

We must aim and act toward the complete destruction of the
spectacle of politics. To do so we must not simply imitate the
behaviour of the various parties and candidates, by only
appearing during election campaigns with only signs, slogans
and voting (for nobody) options. We should never limit the
struggle for liberation by the states terms of legality or rhetoric
of democracy.
To create openings for a libertarian future, we must seek to
sabotage the daily processes through which we are managed.
While government elections mark a regular opportunity for
subversion, our actions should not be restricted by the
timetables of state politics. Politicians and their property present
a constant target for those who wish to live without masters.
While we decided to chart the period from August 2011 to
August 2013, we included one article from Iraq written in May
2010 as an introduction, as it illustrates quite perfectly the
motivations of anti political vandals in one of the worlds newest
parliamentary democracies.
The actions and opinions expressed in this zine do not
necessarily reflect the perspectives or attitudes of any other
individual or group mentioned in this publication.
This magazine is in NO WAY a ‘ for profit’ publication nor is it
in any way a formal enterprise or business venture. We
encourage printing, sharing and widespread distribution of this
magazine by anyone with resources to do so.

Young men express their disillusionment
with politics by tearing down posters
5 March 2010: Akram, a 25-year-old day labourer in Baghdad,
proudly defaces at least ten campaign posters daily, using a key to
rip through the faces of parliamentary hopefuls. His friends do
the same, he says, and believe it is the ultimate form of free
expression.
"I do what I want to do," Akram said. "Is that not democracy?"
Akram is not alone in turning to vandalism as a form of political
protest. There have been reports of many other frustrated Iraqis
doing the same ahead of the March 7 parliamentary election.
More than thirty people have been arrested for the offence - and
around 100 complaints concerning such vandalism have been
filed with the elections commission.
Those convicted of defacing posters can be fined and sentenced
to up to one year in jail.
Protesters interviewed by IWPR said their vandalism stemmed
from a disillusionment and frustration with politics. They insisted
they had not been paid by political parties or candidates.
Iraqi candidates "are crooks", said Saad Jabar, 22, who lives in a
slum and tears down election banners in the southeastern city of
Ammara.
"I am not alone in this - many of my friends are doing the same
thing in other neighbourhoods. We don't receive anything, nor do
we belong to any political party," he said. "Their money is haram
(forbidden) because they try to buy people's loyalties and
consciences by giving blankets and prepaid phone cards."
In Baquba, the capital of Diyala province, a gang of men in their
twenties regularly take to the streets in the middle of the day and
brazenly rip down campaign banners. They are mindful of
checkpoints and none have been caught.
One member of the group, a 27-year-old unemployed university

graduate, said he did not care if he was caught by the police.
"I've graduated but I still don't have a job," he said. "I support
two families - my mum's and my brother's. I don't belong to any
political party. I just want those candidates to know that we
don't support them, and we don't like them."
About 150 posters have been torn down in central Baquba and
many have been splashed with paint, Hamid Majid, a senior
police official in Diyala, said.
Majid said the vandalism was not surprising. Few government
officials or members of parliament have visited Baquba over the
past few years, even though residents are struggling with
inadequate water and electricity supplies.
Since the campaign began earlier this month, candidates have
suddenly appeared, Majid said, but aren't necessarily winning
over voters.
"Tearing posters is a sign of democracy, When they don't like a
politician they tear down his poster so that he won't be elected,"
he said. "This is a democratic protest. I don't think these people
are inspired by political parties. They are all adults."
While many sympathise with the frustrations of the vandals, not
all agree with their tactics.
"This is a bad practice and shows that we, as a nation, are not
civilised," Muna Samir, a college student in Ammara, said.
"Everyone should respect each other and let [candidates]
compete honourably. Ultimately, people will have the final say
in whom they choose."
Candidates have filed complaints about the vandalism to the
elections commission, which is investigating reports in several
provinces.
Security officials said vandals often operate at night and far
from checkpoints, making it difficult to catch suspects in the
act.

Denmark: Clown noses stuck to more than
5000 election posters

“They make us choose between red clowns and blue clowns,
but what is the difference really? None of those clowns
represent the people, they only serve the rich.”

China: Wukan villagers riot against local
officials

Over 50 activists from the group 'blue clown vs red clown' have
claimed responsibility for gluing clown noses onto thousands of
election posters in Copenhagen. Parties across the political
spectrum have been targeted, with red noses stuck to the faces of
left candidates and blue ones for the right wing.
Politicians from the right-wing Liberal Alliance reacted furiously
and have publicly called for a police investigation.

On the morning of 21 September 2011, hundreds of villagers
participated in a sit-in protest against local officials outside
government offices in Lufeng. The protest followed discontent
regarding a local election and accusations officials had been
selling communal farmland belonging to the villagers.
Initially a few dozen people shouted slogans and held banners
and placards. Then as the crowd grew in numbers, protesters
began barricading roads and attacked government buildings.
Riot police charged into the assembled crowds, arresting three
villagers. The next day, the police station was besieged by
hundreds of villagers with makeshift weapons demanding the
release of the detained protesters.

Denmark: Anarchists demonstration against
all government

The news that several youngsters had been seriously injured by
police inflamed anger and villagers began to attack the police
station where 30 to 40 officials were sheltering. Hundreds of
well-equipped riot police were dispatched and violently
confronted the crowd. One Wukan villager described the police
and other security staff as "like mad dogs, beating everyone
they saw". Some villagers said that elderly people and children
protesting peacefully were assaulted by "hired thugs" bussed
into the area.
On the third day of unrest, the municipality issued a statement
saying that "hundreds of villagers attacked government
buildings". It said "more than a dozen police officers had been
injured and '6 police vehicles had suffered damage'".

September 15: While the established left wing is busy with
campaigning for an electoral win for the labour coalition,
anarchist and autonomist activists mobilised for a demonstration
against parliamentarian democracy, which took place on the day
of the parliamentary elections.
“the prospect of a red (labour coalition) victory makes it
necessary to draw attention to the limitations of this system of
representation in parliament. There is another way,” said one the
protesters.

After a fourth day of rioting, the Shanwei city government
offered to hold a fresh village election, and appoint a committee
to investigate the accusations of land seizures and to allow the
villagers to select 13 representatives to engage in negotiations
with the city, all in exchange for an immediate end to the
protests.
In response the villagers temporarily suspended their protests.

USA: Windows Smashed & BBs Fired at
Obama’s L.A. Campaign Office

Sep. 23, 2011: President Barack Obama’s Los Angeles campaign
office was vandalised last night. Perpetrators smashed windows
and fired BB-gun pellets just days before the president is
planning to come to the area to help advance his re-election
prospects.
In what investigators believe may be a politically-charged attack,
three front-door windows and a side door were smashed in.

Canada: Record level of Election Vandalism
20 October 2011: Police are investigating election-related
vandalism after the brake line of a car belonging to a Liberal
member was cut. Ttires of at least 45 vehicles were slashed at
homes with Liberal campaign signs in St Pauls riding, TrinitySpadina and Toronto Centre.

Montreal have been defaced with red dots dripping down
candidates foreheads.

Conservative and Green party candidates have also complained
of widespread vandalism of their hoardings in Davenport, while
a the New Democratic Party spokesman reported that between
30 and 50 NDP signs have been damaged every night of the
campaign.

USA: Election vandalism escalates
23 October 2011: Reports of brazen campaign vandalism
abound in Arapahoe County, where members of both political
parties say their signs have been stolen, defaced and in one
case, wrapped around a half-eaten turkey carcass and stuffed in
a candidates mailbox.
Signs started disappearing from entire neighborhoods. Others
have been tagged with hateful graffiti. An Obama campaign
office was vandalised in Conifer and a bullet shattered the
window of another in Denver.

Guyana: Vandalism targets ruling party

Liberal incumbent Carolyn Bennett said she didn’t believe the
vandalism was connected to any political party, but was coming
from “dangerous individuals who have truly crossed the line in
their actions.”
Targets of the vandalism included provincial
Liberal MPP Eric Hoskins, and the car of
Liberal incumbent Bob Rae.
Nepean-Carleton Liberal candidate Ryan
Keon says hundreds of his campaign signs
have been vandalised, with cross-hair targets
painted over his face.
There have also been reports of crosshair
vandalism of Conservative and Bloc signs in
the Ottawa area, while hundreds of signs in

This billboard outside the Russian Embassy came crashing down early
Sunday morning.

October 31, 2011: The Peoples Progressive Party Civic is again
reporting that individuals have been vandalising its election
paraphernalia such as billboards.
PPP/C Spokesman Robert Persaud reported that last week
vandals were “chopping our billboards, in some cases throwing
paint on them, also in some instances persons used ladder and
were climbing up and removing them.”
His party is urging the Guyana Police Force to be tough and to
take the necessary action.

New Zealand: Hoardings vandalism spreads
31 October: Billboards for National Party and Green Party
electorate candidates have been smashed or badly vandalised
across the country the past week.
Prime Minister John Key's smiling face has been cut out of
dozens of billboard, and in Invercargill, Clutha-Southland, and
Queenstown.
“Billboards had been kicked down, pulled out and covered in
graffiti, and the eyes had been pushed out of pictures of Prime
Minister John Key.
Numerous Green Party hoardings in northwest Christchurch have
been uprooted.
Invercargill Labour
candidate Lesley
Soper says 20 of her
billboards have been
taken to with a sharp
object and her face
cut out. The damage
totaled about $500 so
far, she said.

NZ: National's new slogan Drill it! Mine It!
Sell it!

Thousands of Moroccans protested in cities
across the country on Sunday calling for a
boycott of a parliamentary election
20 November: Morocco’s parliamentary elections on November
25 are part of a government-initiated reform process to try to
defuse widespread pressure for change in the wake of uprisings
that swept the Middle East this year.
In Tangier 10,000 protesters had gathered in a square in the
working class Beni Mkada district calling for an election
boycott.
A witness in Casablanca, said at least 6,000 people had turned
up for a parallel protest, despite heavy rain. Thousands of
February 20 movement activists, marched through working
class neighborhoods, many carrying placards which read “I'm
boycotting, how about you?”
The anti+authoritarian February 20 movement in Morocco
which organized the demonstrations has dismissed the king’s
reforms and the upcoming elections as “facade democracy” that
they say has long been practiced in the kingdom.
At the Tangier protest, one group of protesters carried a mock
casket draped in white with the words "parliamentary elections"
written across it.
A young man working at a soup stall near the protest said "They
(officials) promise that these elections will change things for the
better but we always hear the same tune and nothing ever
changes. You just vote and that's the end of it."
Demonstrators chanted "We are not voting. Long live the
people" and "We are not voting because we are not cattle."
About 200 police officers, equipped with metal riot shields,
helmets and truncheons, cordoned off the square but there were
no clashes.

14 November 2011: National’s new slogan – “Drill it! Mine It!
Sell it!”*
Seven hundred National Party billboards across the country were
made ‘more honest’ by progressive activists in a co-ordinated
operation overnight.
The activists fixed new slogans over the billboards which said:
“The Rich Deserve More” and “Drill it! Mine It! Sell it!”
“We decided to help the National Party spell out its plans in ways
that every voter can understand” an organiser from the campaign
says. “They believe in increasing the deficit by giving the rich tax
cuts, then selling state assets to reduce the deficit they just
created, drilling oil wells along our coastline, and digging up
forests for low grade coal. We want to make sure voters know
that.”
Over 50 people have been improving National’s billboards in
Auckland, Wellington, Gisborne, Whakatane, Napier, Hastings,
New Plymouth, Palmerston North, Kapiti Coast, Nelson,
Marlborough, Motueka, Golden Bay, Christchurch and Dunedin.

Catalunya: Anti-election attacks claimed by
Anti-authoritarian Insurgency of Action /
FAI (Barcelona-Spain)
November 17-20, 2011:
We believe in anti-authoritarianism, in anarchy and in the
constant reproduction of sabotages, boycotts and attacks that
can undermine the projects of capital and even capitalism itself.
In the struggle against authority and the state, we opt for the
direct attack against fascism. It is fundamental to crush all those
who believe themselves racially or politically superior to the
rest. We seek the creation of a continual situation of tension and
conflictuality against power.
In the face of a system of control and domination, only the
combative struggle can prevail
We understand attacks and the destruction of the social order as
a decisive tool, however, we do not make it a revolutionary
dogma or fetishism and depending on the situation, its
application, reproduction and deployment can vary.

We must look to harm the system and its functioning at the root;
that is to seek some way of striking the consumption of
commodities, or the sabotaging of an election day and making its
normal functioning impossible. It can also be very effective to
saturate the metropolitan media with subversive propaganda or
counter info in solidarity with imprisoned comrades. Actions and
attacks against capital can themselves become an effective
medium for communicating our ideas.
“To defend oneself by saying that the political context in the
place one lives is not adequate for the struggle, is just an excuse
for not breaking the tranquility of the everyday.” – Silvia Guerini
We do not believe that actions must be dependent on a
revolutionary context or situation, like something external to us
that floats in the air. Situations are crafted by us, by working hard
and creating our own projects, by being active protagonists of the
social war, protagonists of our own reality and struggle. The
ecological problems and their causes, including nanotechnology
and biotechnology must be combated, but we must not stop there.
It is necessary to create spaces of practice and counterpower for
escaping from the established order and above all for the
destruction of the hypertechnological system. Ground work is
indispensable, as is participation in social struggles and involving
oneself in many causes, but always recognising the root problem
and seeking its total destruction. If we do not succeed in the
creation of a consolidated and strong resistance, an active
opposition, we will be crushed and obliged to give thanks to work
entire days in the trenches of capital until the age of 67.
We escape from the structures and social networks of capital,
created by sociopaths, we escape from this world of mediation
and appearances. We do not want to pose but rather to attack. We
unite with the insurgents. Our struggle is our political expression.
Our struggle is the only thing we have, we are precarious youth at
war against domination.
To part with the appointed times: we consider that during and
after an action or demonstration we first succeed–that is, we
achieve our objective of sabotage, and then we lose, since we
return to adhering to spectacular normality, we abandon the
subversive role and we go on to exist within the networks again.
Thus and so far as it is possible, actions should go on extending
themselves, perpetuating themselves and making themselves
daily and habitual until–together with words, solidarity and every
type of anarchist practice–they can create some subversive social
fabrics and some strong bases of counterpower.
We did not want these words to just be dead words.
Our coordinated actions:
Mailing of envelopes that simulated explosive letters:
On November 17th and 18th, two envelopes that simulated
explosive letters we sent to the headquarters of the PSC and the
PPC in Barcelona.[1] The same day of the 18th, notes were left at
the door of both headquarters reading: “The domination, abuses,
terror and control do not go unnoticed; expressions of rage will
not be mere simulations next time. Death to capital and the
politicians. Long live anarchy.”

Barcelona, November 20th, 2011:
In the late night to early hours of November 19th-20th, the
locks of 15 polling stations were sealed, some cameras located
in the same centers were obscured and attacked. Later, at
1:30am, the street was blockaded at Av. Meridiana and Ruben
Dario, later at 2:15-2:30 the street was blockaded between
Claramunt and Serós.
On November 20th, 12:30pm, Barcelona: bomb threat in the
city of (in)justice.
On November 20th, 7:50pm, Badalona: bomb threat to the
courthouse of Badalona.
On November 20th, active abstention. They do not represent us!
Anti-authoritarian Insurgency of Action / Informal Anarchist
Federation
For the comrades of other countries who don’t understand:
1. PPC and PSC are the Cataluña branches of the 'Popular Party'
and the PSOE, the major political forces enacting cuts and
privatisation.

Russia: CCF / FAI-IRF torch police
vehicle in Moscow during anti election
protests
December 9th, 2011: December the 4th (election day in Russia)
the Russian state deployed massive police and military forces in
Moscow as common people took to the streets to shout
“Enough is enough”. In the face of cops and corrupt bureaucrats
in all major Russian cities, anarchists were engaged in assembly
work, organising and propaganda.
Last week saw several clashes of common people with police,
with anarchists taking part in the fighting.
This “popular dissent” is expressed not only in Moscow, but in
St. Petersburgh, Nizhnii Novgorod, Tyumen and other big
cities.
Institutional opposition parties called for a mass rally on
December the 10th. They and the authoritarian leftists try to
come on top in this situation by directing the malcontent
towards liberal reformism and pacifist practices.
Being among those who helped build up this situation, we
continue to push for a more radical character of popular
uprising.
On 09/12/2011 we torched a police car. Solidarity with all
active insurgents, solidarity to all revolutionary anarchists in
prisons!
Push for anarchist revolution!
Occupy Red Square!
- Conspiracy of the Cells of Fire, Russian Cell, FAI/IRF

Radical resistance in Russia: brief report
12 December 2011: Cheers, dear comrades!
Here is a brief report on radical acts of social confrontation in
Russia since 9th November and until today. We are faced with the
pre-revolutionary situation of great people’s disturbance all over
the country. This is after parliamentary elections where United
Russia, the party of the ruling bunch of corrupted bureaucrats and
oligarchs, took its “victory” due to massive falsification. We all
hope here, that this not only beginning of the end of this semiauthoritarian regime, but also the dawn of people’s liberation –
libertarian revolutionary struggle.
09.11.2011 – the office of United Russia party was set on fire by
a group of guerrillas in town Shelkovo, Moscow Region. In their
communiqué, comrades declare that this office has conquered a
building, which in previous times was occupied by nursing home.
So that was an answer of the people to United Russia, which is so
‘caring’ of those who needs help.

Xue Jinpo reportedly died in police custody, 3 days after his
arrest.
On December 14, after news had spread that one of the arrested
Xue Jinbo had been beaten to death by police, residents stormed
the local police station and government buildings. After fierce
clashes villagers forced the police and local Communist Party
officials out of the village. After retreating, the police cordoned
off the area around the village and blocked the roads leading to
it, while villagers set up their own barricades. The government
dispatched a force of 1000 armed officers to 'restore order' but
were unable to regain control of the village. The authorities then
held the area in siege, preventing any supplies from entering.
The standoff between villagers and authorities continued for a
week, with checkpoints set up from both sides around the
village.

04.12.2011 – an anonymous group has used Molotov cocktails to
burn the office of United Russia party in Bryansk-city. Fire
damaged the building and all office furniture inside.
This day was a day of parliamentary elections, since that there
has been a wave of protests.
10.11.2011 – in Ufa city, a capital of Bashkortostan republic, part
of Russian Federation, anarchist guerrilla squad has set on fire
another office of United Russia party, blaming them for stealing
public wealth.
Passionate times are coming: raging crowds are gathering! Viva
la Revolution!

China: Wukan uprising and siege

On 21 December the siege ended after senior provincial
officials promised to crack down on corruption, return Xue's
corpse, release all those detained by police during the rebellion,
to dismiss and investigate local officials, change the local
election system, and redistribute land which had been
confiscated by the local government.

Egypt: Street fighting on the eve of election
December 22: In the early hours of December 16, hundreds of
people fed up with military rule and disenchanted with elections
occupied the entrance to the cabinet building to protest military
rule and to prevent meetings taking place there. The military
responded by detaining and seriously beating an occupier. They
then burnt the entire occupation camp to the ground, kicking off
five straight days of intense street battles. Unlike all the clashes
that came before, the people were no longer facing off with the
universally despised police forces, but with the army.

December 22: On Dec. 8, twelve village representatives
announced a list of illegally seized land sales by local authorities.
Authorities responded by arrested four of the village
representatives. All this inflamed villagers’ anger.
On Sat., Dec. 10, over 8,000 villagers took to the streets armed
with iron pipes and rocks, and carried many banners, which said:
“Overthrow Corrupt Officials,” and “Return my Farm Land.”
They also barricaded roads and demanded the release of the
arrested saying they would otherwise defy authorities indefinitely.
On the evening of Dec. 11, one of the arrested representatives,

People woke up to the news that protesters were under attack
and rushed to the scene where a once lively and blossoming tent
city had been reduced to fires and rubble in the streets. Rocks
were flying through the windows of the cabinet building at the
soldiers who had retreated inside, and the numbers in the street
continued to grow into the thousands. For the next five days,
Tahrir became the convergence point and staging ground for a
24-hour-a-day battle with the military. First-aid clinics opened
up and banks closed. Youth could be seen breaking ATMs and
ripping marble off the walls and paving stones out of the ground
to use as projectiles. The cabinet building was set on fire
repeatedly with Molotov cocktails, while soldiers dropped huge
chunks of concrete off the rooftop indiscriminately into the
crowds, injuring dozens

Egypt: Black Bloc anarchists emerge
On 29 January, Prosecutor General Tal'at Abdullah said the
'black bloc' group has engaged in "terrorist" activities and that
its members should be detained.
A number of people suspected of belonging to the Black Bloc
have since been detained.
The size of the Black Bloc in Egypt is not clear, but the group
appears to have forged links with other Egyptian revolutionary
groups, including the "Ultras"

Anti-election graffiti in Cairo at Tahrir Square

Egypt: Black Bloc militants attack political
offices

Members of the group appeared in Tahrir Square on 25 January,
banging drums and saying they would "continue the revolution"
and "defend protesters". Others were reported by the al-Ahram
news website to be blocking tram tracks in the northern city of
Alexandria.
Below is the statement of Black Bloc Cairo in regards to the
removal of their websites, their firebombing attacks against
government offices, and their calls for revolt:
“Yesterday after we finished our event, we met some of the
revolutionary movements and we decided to unite together in our
next attacks. Our first two attacks were:
1- Setting fire to Ikhwan (Muslim Brotherhood) online office.
2- Setting fire in the Ikhwan office in Al-Manial street in Cairo.

Facebook pages have been set up, attracting thousands of
subscribers. They feature violent rhetoric against the Muslim
Brotherhood and instructional videos on street fighting.
The Black Bloc describes itself as a group that is "striving to
liberate people, end corruption and bring down tyrants".
"We fight against the regime of the fascist tyrants, the Muslim
Brotherhood, and their military wing," the group said in an
online video.

Black Blocairo, The Hooligans

The Muslim Brotherhood TV channel, Misr 25, reported on
black bloc saying that the black bloc “reject the existence of a
political, judicial or parliamentary system at all. They call for
societies without the state. In order to achieve this, they adopt
all forms of violent and barbaric acts, such as killing and
burning,".

Wait for our next attacks as we respond to the closing of our
official page…”

"These anarchic sabotage groups are not revolutionary groups.
Rather, they use the revolution as a cover to cause chaos."

We announced our revolution from today in Al-Tahrir Square
until Egypt and it’s people get their rights! Life, Freedom and
social justice!

The methods the group uses have sparked a wave of criticism in
the mainstream media. Some commentators describe it as a
"terrorist group".
"It is a group of young extremists who adopt anarchic ideas,
copying the Western terrorist movements calling themselves the
Black Bloc," Hani Salah-al-Din wrote in al-Yawm al-Sabi.
State-run Nile News TV has reported that the group attacked
President Muhammad Morsi's house in his hometown of
Zagazig in al-Sharqiyah governorate on 25 January.

Greece: Attack against President Karolas
Papoulias’ home in downtown Athens
Late on Saturday evening, February 4th, a group of hooded
comrades carried out an attack on the house of the President of
Greece, in Asklipiou Street, throwing heavy projeciles at his
residence.
Responsibility claim:
On Saturday, February 4th, at 20.00 in the evening, 60
solidaritarians attacked the personal guard, the guard booth and
official vehicles outside the residence of the president of
democracy Karolos Papoulias. Papoulias’ personal guard fled,
and flyers were thrown at the spot in solidarity with the
imprisoned anarchists Stella Antoniou, Kostas Sakkas, Giorgos
Karagiannidis and Alexandros Mitroussias.
The solidaritarians withdrew in coordinated pace from the place,
which is located at short distance from the police headquarters. A
few minutes later, a DELTA police motorcycle unit appeared, that
used flash-bang grenades in an effort to reach the solidaritarians,
but with no success.

Radical struggle in Russia through past 2
months

and act strongly. Don’t pay attention to cries of self-appointed
“leaders” of the movement about moderation and peaceful
protest. If you – all of us – wish to make change, we have to
control urban space by all means necessary. So on the 5 th of
March – don’t wait for orders from the “chiefs, but self-organise
and operate! Breach police lines, occupy squares, and capture
administrative buildings! You have to challenge the system and
take risks if you want win. There is no other way. With only
words and meetings, massive but peaceful, there can be no
chance to change anything.
Our choice is revolution!
Moscow
5 March – In an anti-Putin demonstration in Saint-Petersburg
police were attacked by the crowd with bottles of incendiary
mixture. In Russia this is an unprecedented case. One of the riot
police buses caught fire. Police couldn’t catch the guerillas.

Russia: Updates from anti-election protests
in Moscow

13 March 2012: Social tension in Russia seems to be descending,
but nevertheless the level of people’s resistance including direct
action and sabotage remains comparatively high.
Many people wait for a new wave of struggle in late spring or
summer. Anarchists participate in this movement but there is
obvious necessity to act more organised and to spread anarchist
ideals and practice.
31 January – Media has reported that there were 2 attempts of
arson on offices of the ruling party “United Russia” in two
neighboring districts of Moscow – Bibirevo and
Losinoostrovskiy. Unfortunately no serious damage was done.
The attacks were made by anonymous groups.
3 February – In the night an anonymous guerilla group threw
some Molotov cocktails into a smashed window of the “United
Russia” party office in Fryazino-town in the Moscow region.
Furniture and office equipment were damaged by the fire.
21 February – In Novosibirsk-city anonymous people threw a
bottle with incendiary mixture to the drawing room of now
“elected” Russian president and a chief of United Russia party.
2 March – Two days to presidential elections – 3 anarchist
guerilla groups from Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and Ufa have
organized coordinated action in three cities at the same night. In
St Petersburg a drawing room of one of the “United Russia”
deputies was attacked in Moscow. Guerrilla group
“Spravedlivost” from Ufa attacked the administration building of
Oktyabrskiy district of Ufa city.
Our communique
Our actions are, above all, a call to all the people who hope for
positive change and don’t rely on elections. It is time to go out

On March 5th during a protest gathering at Pushkin Square,
anarchists waved black-red and black flags with the slogan
‘Freedom or Death’, while other protesters expressed their
understanding of recent developments with placards such as
‘All of them must resign (without reelections)’, ‘What do we
need a president for?’, ‘All politicians are thieves and crooks’.
But most people didn’t hold much, as they were prepared for
clashes.
The clashes started at about 8.40pm. The opposition members
announced that, after the end of the gathering at Pushkin
Square, everybody should peacefully move on to Manege
Square, where a tent camp had been established in front of the
Kremlin walls. But in the end of the protest, orators called
people to stay at Pushkin Square in order to attend an open
meeting with Ilya Ponomarev, recently ‘elected’ into the State
Duma.
In view of riots, the authorities flooded the city centre of
Moscow in advance with an overwhelming amount of OMON
units and armored vehicles. The cops yelled through a
loudspeaker that the event is over and everybody must return to
the closest metro station. The police began to push back people

who were outside the metal detectors which were installed at the
entrance of the gathering point. There were also anarchists among
those, who simply torn one of the metal detectors, in order to
break through and head to the gathering and decisively remain at
the turnstiles. The cops caught the people, who were close to the
fallen metal detector, and arrested 11 protesters in an utmost
crude way.
Small blocks tried to force their way through, towards the side of
the Kremlin, and succeeded to break through police lines; the
fiercest group among these protesters got arrested while the rest
were pushed back. By that time, thousands of people, including
anarchists, stood at the Pushkin Square. Soon, OMON units
surrounded the gathering place. The most persistent protesters
formed a human chain near a fountain which is not working in
winter time. In the end the cops broke the human chain.
Detainees were taken in paddywagons and other demonstrators
were chased out of the square.
Nearly 250 protesters were arrested downtown, among them 25
anarchists and supporters. A total of 30 thousand people attended
the protests (among them ultra-nationalists and Nazis), which is
far less than previous mobilisations, because in December and
February the protests had reached a peak with nearly 100
thousand participants. Leftist analysts ‘predicted’ a decline of the
protest movement during spring and anticipate a second wave in
the summer, when state authorities will raise the prices for food,
public services and fuel.

broad daylight (should this be in golden dawn?) and trashed
them, burning the neo-nazi propaganda inside, smashing up
waterpipes, doors and walls and throwing furniture out.

Fiji: Two men charged over antielection graffiti
21 March, 2012: Two men have been charged in Fiji after six
public properties in Suva were vandalised with politically
motivated graffiti. The men face four counts of damaging
property.
A police spokesperson said the graffiti was scrawled across
walls and bus stops in central and suburban Suva.

According to recent reports, during protest action in Pushkin
Square in Moscow about 25 anarchists were arrested. Three more
young men were detained in the beginning of the rally because
they had their faces covered.

“Most of the messages were against the elections and so forth.
Similar messages all across the six locations. This is of great
concern because of the fact that they were vandalising public
property which is of course against the law.”

Also, on the same day in Moscow two members of the feminist
punk band Pussy Riot, who were held detained from the weekend
due to a band’s performance (see video below), appeared before
the prosecutor; their lawyer said that his clients will remain in
custody until April 24th.

Australia: Roundup of anti election
campaign in Brisbane

In St. Petersburg, one of the slogans was ‘OUR SOLUTION:
SELF-GOVERNANCE!’ There, five people were reportedly
arrested. In particular, when Molotov cocktails were thrown at
one point, the pigs attacked the crowd and caught the first people
who were closest.

Greece: Anarchists storm and trash newlyopened offices of Golden Dawn
March 15: The neo-nazi
group ‘golden dawn’ (chrysi
augi) is projected to enter
the parliament for the first
time in the upcoming
elections. Ahead of these
elections, the group has
been trying to open offices
across Greece and on
Monday (March 12) they
opened their office in the centre of the port city of Patras. In
response, two days later anarchists marched to the building in

28 March: In the lead up to the
Queensland State Election on
March 24, some anarchists in
Brisbane launched a campaign
against the coerced ritual of
voting. In the week prior to the
election, we began pasting up a
few thousand anti politician and
anti voting posters throughout
the city.
Political party placards erected
throughout Brisbane were torn
down or defaced with anarchist
and anti politician messages.

Neoliberal LNP, a party that proudly defends the interests of the
bosses and capital, against workers, the environment, the
marginalised and indigenous population, whom have all been
abandoned by the much hated Labor Party. With its endless lies
and empty promises, even many of its life long supporters didn't
bother to vote Labbor this year.

Anti-voting and anarchist graffiti was scrawled and sprayed
across walls, billboards, electricity boxes and telephone booths.

A banner reading "Vote 4 Nobody" was dropped over a bridge in
Bowen Hills, where it hung for 3 days.
As the polling booths
opened on the 24th a
number of anarchists
defaced political
advertising on display at
3 polling locations. We
stole political
propaganda, party
buttons, and "how to
Vote" pamphlets from various party tables.
Other anarchists handed out anti voting leaflets and zines
explaining direct action and self-organisation as a counterpoint to
the pointless pathology of casting a ballot every few years for
someone you know is lying.
At 6pm when polling booths
closed, some of us occupied a
scalfold platform in Highgate
Hill, flew an anarchist flag,
and made speeches declaring
our recognition of Nobody as
leader.
Afterwards we spread through
the city, spraying anti LNP
messages on walls when their
easily foreseen "victory" was
announced.
We recognise the authority of
no politician or political party.
We will not submit to their laws based on a colonial occupation
of stolen land. We will continue to resist and strike against the
Queensland State, now lead by Campbell Newman of the

We can also report with some satisfaction, that on March 24 a
record number of Queensland state voters selected Nobody on
their ballot papers. Reportedly almost 50,000 ballots were
submitted either blank or defaced. This is statement by a
growing number of malcontents who've rejected any political
representation and this fraud of elections.
Our own actions were guided by a
collective desire to build a free,
non hierarchical society, based on
cooperation and mutual aid, and to
express that such options are not
available on any ballot. Our only
candidate is self-organisation,
which can never be elected or
granted, only created through
collective direct action and
ungovernable resistance.In our
struggle against this colonial state,
its property laws and its police, we
stand in solidarity and complicity
with the dignified Murri custodians who continue to fight for
their land and sovereignty. At noon on election day a Sovereign
Embassy was establish in Musgrave Park with a ceremony and
the lighting of a sacred fire. This embassy joins a network of
decolonised zones from Canberra to Kuradji, where ingidenous
activists have fought to reclaim areas from colonial domination.
For the defence of the Sovereign Embassy against an attempted
police eviction.
NO HOPE IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS
AGAINST POLITICIANS & POWER
FIRE TO THE PARLIAMENT

Greece: Direct action against neo-Nazis of
the ‘Golden Dawn’
On Sunday, April 8th, a group of 25 neo-Nazis from ‘Chrissi
Avgi/Golden Dawn’ attempted to distribute pre-election
propaganda near Paralia beach in Volos.
As soon as the Nazis' organised presence was reported, nearly
50 antifascists rushed to the area and confronted them. The
reactions to our action by many passersby were positive and
several joined the fight against the fascists.
After a few minutes, the Goldendawners (including their
election candidates) hid themselves in a nearby coffee shop in
order to escape the blows, but not their obvious humiliation.

Comrades gathered outside the café chanting antifascist slogans,
but given the presence of a significant number of police who
hurried to the place, they chose not to strike again.
The antifascists left dignified, while the coward patriots fled from
the coffee shop assisted by their accomplices in uniform. For now
the neo-Nazis appear to have given up distributing their vomit
inducing propaganda on the streets of Volos.
Antifascist patrols continue and comrades remain on full alert.

Finland: Animal rights activists sabotage
billboards
Between Sunday 10 and Monday 11 April animal rights activists
opposing fur farming systematically sabotaged a large number of
the Centre Party's electoral billboards in Helsinki and Turku. The
billboards, featuring a portrait of incumbent Prime Minister
Kiviniemi, were replaced with similar-looking posters featuring a
blood-mouthed Kiviniemi and a text that read "Do you want to
close the animals in small cages? – I do as well."
Kiviniemi is known for having received support from the fur
industry. In a comment to the Finnish Broadcasting Company, the
Secretary of the Centre Party condemned the action as "a serious
violation of the democratic order that would be met with harsh
countermeasures" In an official statement, the minister of Justice
condemned the acts of vandalism as both alarming and illegal and
urged citizens to report all vandalism to the authorities to bring
the culprits to justice. Other parties also complained that their
billboards were being repeatedly vandalised, bringing unwelcome
expenses especially for the smaller parties.

Mataró & Sabadell: Attacks against the
governing party (Catalonia)

June 2: Today two young people are in prison following the
March general strike protests. These people are activists from
Sants neighborhood in Barcelona.
Politicians are trying to crush the protests in Catalonia with
repression but are receiving the opposite effect.
As a consequence of those imprisonments, some offices of the
governing party of Catalonia have been attacked with fire and
cobblestones. At Mataró, Sabadell and Premià de Mar, they have
seen our rage as a consequence of their repression.

Greece: Responsibility claim for arson's
5 May: Against the electoral illusions, against the
commissioning of our lives to professional politiciansemployees of the domestic and international economic elite,
against the appeal for a generalised social consensus with the
aim of national salvation, against national unity and social
cannibalism, against everything that is destroying our lives, on
May 3rd we attacked the local office of the DI.SY party in the
district of Kaisariani, the local office of the ND party in the area
of Nikaia-Renti, as well as the offices of a nationalist Cypriot
student organization in Ambelokipi that supports the neo-Nazi
party Chrissi Avgi/Golden Dawn.
Against the pseudo-dilemmas posed by the bourgeois
democracy, which is now collapsing, the only question is
whether we will preserve a system of subjugation, oppression
and misery, or we will fight for freedom by all means.
This hit is dedicated to those who spent the last 2.5 years
clashing on the streets and to the February 12th arrestees.
Translators’ note – The right-wing Democratic
Alliance/Dimokratiki Symmachia (DI.SY) was founded in 2010
by the MP Dora Bakoyanni, a few months after she was
expelled from the opposition party Nea Dimokratia/New
Democracy (ND).

Tunisia: Ennahda party office firebombed
May 9 2012: Yesterday, the local office of Ennahda, Tunisia’s
ruling neoliberal Islamist party, was set alight in the
northwestern city Thala. Ennahdha spokesman Nejib Gharbi
stated that the party is not yet accusing any group or individual
in connection with the incident.

Mexico: Students protest against
presidential candidate
May 22: On May 11, 2012, Peña Nieto
visited the Ibero-American University
a private university where he expected
to find support from the children of
Mexico’s privileged citizens. Contrary
to that, he was received by hundreds of
students protesting against him, and
demanding an explanation for the
violent repression of the 2006 Atenco
uprising during his term as governor of
the State of Mexico. He defended his
decision to send the police forces into
Atenco who raped dozens of women.
Nieto then had difficulty leaving the university; he had to
regroup with his security team in a bathroom to plan an escape
from the throng of chanting students who then chased him out
of the university, some throwing shoes at him.
Major media outlets dismissed the protests, and repeated PRI
slander that the protesters were not students but were paid
agitators brought there by left wing party’s to stage a disruption.

In reaction to these remarks, 131 students from the University
created a Youtube video in which they identified themselves with
their University ID cards and claimed to not be supporters of any
candidates. The video went viral, and protests spread across
various campuses. People showed their support of the 131
students' message by stating that they were the 132nd student
—"yo soy 132"
A Yo Soy 132 manifesto was soon collectively written by
students from many universities which stated that 'we are
unrelated to any partisan position or political party'.
This new movement then organised massive protests across the
country on the 19th and 23rd of May against Peña Nieto and the
major media corporations.

The fact is that we are not able
to belong to ourselves. We are
possessed by masters through
money and time. Our time is
divided up in little pieces at
the will of politicians,
advertisers, cops, judges,
social “assistances”, bosses, of
medicine, communities and
family. All of them combine at
a moment or another,
consciously or not, to divide
us, to set one against the other,
to represent us by force, to rob
us, to enlist us to go to the
army, to analyze us, to
threaten us, to buy and sell us,
or, more basically, to club us.
The politicians are part of the ones who buy us at the best price
to sell us at discount, they are part of the ones who make our
eyes moist before they rape the amount of brain time available.
They claim to represent our aspirations by dictating them to us,
a social gun on the temple. In exchange of a ballot, they
promise us an oasis in the sandstorms of our existences, in the
desert of pretenses and misery that fill our bored lives.

UK: Conservative Association attacked
30 May: We attacked Bristol Conservative Association, because
let’s face it, their windows are calling out to be broken. We broke
the main windows and threw paint. We sprayed “SCUM” and an
anarchy sign over their front door and wall to make it difficult to
remove.
This is a rejection of all party politics. The whole system must go.
Brand A, or Brand B, Pepsi or Cola, Labour or Conservative, we
are allowed to chose anything we want as long as it’s within the
pre-written guidelines of capitalism, the state, and the myth of
democracy.
The Con-Dem government have slashed benefits, criminalised
squatting, cut back services, denied access to the “justice” system
and generally continued and escalated Labour's war on the poor.
This isn’t a reformist gesture, but a small gesture of our defiance.
Governments have proven throughout time that their only interest
is serving the rich and they don’t give a fuck about the rest of us.
The only way we will find true freedom is through the destruction
of the state and capitalism.

France: Leaflet distributed during election
June 16 2012: Never vote…
We like to consider ourselves as free men and women, one
and indivisible, who cannot be cut in little pieces to be fit in
the institutional drawers of the State or the tills of bosses and
others owners. But it’s not difficult to realise that this is only
one more illusion.

Soon, a new moment for voting, a free-for-all, the absolute
hegemony of the ideological carpet salespeople. But who is still
stupid enough to sincerely believe in it? Who is still stupid
enough to go voting with a pounding heart like when we go to a
first date?
Almost nobody; we go voting like others clock in, we go voting
like we go to work, we go voting like when we fill out our tax
return: in the most absolute boredom or looking down and
hating oneself. Some are openly representatives of the
bourgeoisie, others claim to represent the poor and the
oppressed, but nothing looks more like a representative of the
bourgeoisie than a representative of the poor.
No candidate will ever represent our lust for not being
represented, none of them could ever represent faithfully two
individuals at the same time. No election will ever make us free,
will ever give us back our lives. The question is not to vote for
whom or for what, the question is why vote?
At the next elections, as for all the others before, we will abstain
from voting and we will invite everyone to do the same, not to
participate at one’s own slavery. The point is not only to abstain
and to desert the ballot boxes but to burn them all and to set fire
to this world which debases and degrades us, to take back our
lives, our bodies and our dignity, and if intelligence is not
enough, force will do the trick.
Revolution

Let’s attack everything that makes us weak and
dispossesses us of our own lives
Let’s liberate ourselves from politics
Anarchists

Responsibility claim for the burnt ballot
box in Exarcheia, Athens
17 June: Everything around us seems to unwind in coercive
binaries: memorandum/anti-memorandum, drachma/euro,
fascism/anti-fascism. Perhaps even among our ranks it is
necessary to take a position, to take a stance in this liminal
conjuncture. Yet we don’t for a moment forget the only real
binary: Revolution or consistency with the existent.
We refuse consensus, their dilemmas, social peace. Security
concerns the profits of local and international capital; freedom
concerns everyone else. The state and capital, the fascist and the
banks are no invisible forces. They have names and addresses.
They’d better begin to count down their days of plenty.
We look behind, in the past few years, at tough struggles. How
can the barricades and the fires of February 12th fit in ballot
boxes? How can the voices shouting “Enough!” fit in these
boxes, voices raised by the few, the dignified proletarians at the
times of wage fear and subordination? How can the struggles fit
in those boxes, the struggles fought city after city,
neighbourhood after neighbourhood, with the scum of GD?
How can our brothers and sisters fit, those who are missing
from our side, yet they are always next to us, even when in the
cells of the regime?

Translation of sticker over Sarkozy's eyes: “What banker ever
complained about universal suffrage?”
The sticker over Le Pen's eyes says: “We elect the best liar, in
order to submit ourselves to his/her dictatorship.”
The stickers are made by 'Diktacratie', a group that opposes
parliamentary democracy, claiming that the current system
doesn't really represent everyone.

Greece: Polling station in Athens attacked
during election
17 June: Police say about 10 men armed with sledgehammers and
wooden bats have attacked a polling station during Greece’s
election, wounding two policemen guarding it and setting fire to
the ballot box.
No voters were hurt during the attack Sunday, which occurred
half an hour before polls closed in the crucial election, which
could determine whether Greece remains a member of the
Eurozone.
The attack took place in the neighborhood of Exarhia, a
traditional haven for leftists and anarchists near the city center.
Riding motorcycles and wearing helmets and balaclavas, the men
fled the scene after smashing the ballot box and setting fire to it.
Police say the two wounded officers were hospitalised.

At these liminal times, which have no space for reservations we
attempt the unthinkable and we make the above ‘fit’. The
1000ml of petrol that we placed in the ballot box of the 18th
polling station in Exarcheia at the June 17th elections are our
1000 votes, they are our 1000 challenges in an unpacifiable war.
The revolution first and always

USA: Push for Abstention, Normalise the
No Vote, Help us shake the status quo
July 7: What we can do
right now and up until
election night to create
an anti-electoral prodirect action reality
Election night 2012 will
probably pass just like
any other. The talking
heads talking, predictable
campaign rallies,
candidates posing for
cameras, political parties spinning and whole lot of people
ignoring the whole thing completely. Of course, there are other
options. We all know the lessons from Spain over the past few
years. Extreme anti-electoral sentiment has created a movement
which now challenges and shakes the fabric of society. We
know the politicians will never solve our problems: are we
ready to truly break free from this system? Can we harness
enough power to really shake it all up? Will there be a time in
the future where the phrase “if you don’t vote you don’t matter”
is never uttered again?

We are not advocating abstention to scold the parties and
politicians, or to get more boxes to check off in the voting booth.
We are advocating abstention as practice, an act of
delegitimation. It’s a statement of the obvious — that direct
action is our only option at this moment in history. No
meaningful change can come from the electoral system. We are
calling for a solution that rejects compromise. It’s as easy as Yes
or No. “Yes”, meaning that we still have faith in the political
system to solve the mounting problems. Or “No”, meaning that
the political class does not have the answers and that direct
participation from the neighborhoods, workplace and the street
will be our stronghold against the the current hardships and the
coming attacks aimed at us from all sides.

Athens: Responsibility claim for incendiary
attacks against Golden Dawn party
August 24: Those who sow terror must receive our hatred.
Alibis no longer sell…
There are no deluded voters of the Golden Dawn. Those who
supported this party have done so consciously. They are nothing
less than fascists.
Those who invest in the victim role, in order to gather ten more
lousy leftist sympathisers in their miserable little organizations,
only sow defeatism towards fascism.
As long as immigrants do not build self-organised structures for
their self-defense against fascists and deplete their energies in
antisocial delinquency and lousy macho disputes against each
other, they will contribute to the generalised social cannibalism.

We ask you to participate on the ground, spread propaganda, talk
to friends and neighbors, social network this into oblivion, go to
campaign rallies, be at the conventions. We have the election
night parties covered and we hope you join in. But we truly want
you to do whatever you can to end the mass delusion that voting
is the answer. The time is now, what election night 2012 looks
like is up to you.
We want every city and every town to pick up this call and by
doing so creating a clear split between those that have no real
interest in change outside the halls of power and those that
understand that the fight ahead is against those very power
structures.

Obama Campaign Office smashed during
anti-capitalist street party
4 August: The street
party successfully took
over Telegraph and
inspired hundreds of
others to do the same
for over two hours.
Case after case of free
beer was distributed to
the crowd along with
spray paint cans which
left FTP and anti
capitalist slogans across the neighborhood. Music blasted from a
sound system as hundreds danced for hours. As night fell, the
crowd of over 200 moved towards downtown and ripped down
the fence surrounding the empty lot at 19th & Telegraph for a
third time since last fall when Occupy first took over the lot
before being evicted by OPD. Slightly farther down Telegraph,
cheers rang out from the crowd as the large plate glass facade of
Obama’s Oakland headquarters was smashed apart while Obama
campaigners ran for cover. There were no arrests and the mood
was rebellious and fun the entire time.

The only ones who do not look for alibis anymore are the
fascists themselves, who are overtly engaged in a murderous
activity, under the cover of the state apparatuses and with an
open or veiled support by the most rotten instincts of plebs, aka
the fascist-minded lumpen petty-bourgeoisie.
As for us, we never looked for alibis. Our war against the
Golden Dawn thugs is not some fashion in the context of their
supposedly ‘unexpected’ ascent to Power. We have been
fighting them for years, in the streets, inside minds. We fight
them because they are the most dreadful aspect, the long arm of
our substantial enemies: Power and the Capital. And we never
gave way to them.
– On August 12th, we torched the Golden Dawn’s offices on
Filolaou Street in the district of Pangrati, Athens.
– On August 22nd, in the district of Peristeri, Athens, we turned
a commercial store and vehicle to ashes; both belonged to a
business owned by the neo-Nazi bully Efstathios Boukouras,
who is a Golden Dawn MP for Corinth.
See you again soon…

Hong Kong: Plea to halt election vandals
September 5: The Election Commission has been asked to
condemn the vandalism of candidates' publicity materials after
another case was reported yesterday.
The commission was also asked to increase protection for
candidates because of death threats made to Democratic Party
candidate Mak Hoi-wah on his posters.
Mr Mak's canvassing team found yesterday that most of his
posters and a van used for publicity had been covered in red
paint.
Mr Mak, a contestant for the Kowloon Northeast seat, said four
Chinese characters could be read on his van, saying 'he must
pay with his life'.
'Other phrases bearing similar meaning, such as 'pay with a life',
have also been found on my posters in other areas,' he said.
'Such action is an attack on the democratic elections.

'The commission must do something to stop it as such activity
will discourage people from voting,' he said.
Chan Yuen-han a pro-China Democratic Alliance for the
Betterment of Hong Kong member, said her campaign had also
been targeted in the past few weeks.
A commission spokesman said hundreds of complaints of this
sort had been received.

Australia: Anarchist campaign against
the NSW Council elections
September 11: In the weeks preceding the NSW council elections,
some anarchists and anti authoritarians in Sydney mounted a
campaign against the coerced ritual of voting.

A couple thousand anti electoral posters and stickers were pasted
throughout Sydney.

When the polls opened, some of us chose to hand out leaflets
encouraging self-organisation and informal voting at a couple
poll booths in Kogarah and Hurstville while others raided party
tables of propaganda.

As polls closed at 6pm some anarchists gathered in an
abandoned lot in Ashfeild, piled our political booty and made a
bonfire of party propaganda while planning ongoing resistance
to any public officials, their laws and the pigs who enforce
them.
We will not accept the authority or mandate of any politician,
we will not petition or lobby these scumbags for scraps or
concessions. We seek the complete liberation of our mutual
desires, the destruction of all hierarchy and the establishment of
libertarian communes in harmony with the native environment.
These options are not available on any ballot paper and we
encourage widespread disruption and sabotage of these
enforced spectacles of 'democracy'.

Low lying politician signs from every party were torn down,
numerous high ones were hit with paint bombs and dozens of anti
voting slogans were sprayed across walls throughout inner and
western Sydney.
While we focused on the destruction of Labor, Liberals and
Greens propaganda we also targeted the hoardings of various
'independents' and small nationalist or Stalinist sects.
Before sunlight on Saturday the 8th, a number of polling booths
buildings were targeted with paint bombs, while polling booth
banners were taken and anti-voting leaflets tossed around.
A banner was also hung over Parramata rd in Lewisham reading
"VOTE FOR NOBODY".

Any hope for a better world must stem from the self organised
initiatives of marginalised communities acting outside the
paradigm of councils or parliaments. By occupying territory,
communising property, and rejecting the lies of police
protection and political representation we can take back our
lives from bosses and bureaucrats.
AGAINST POLICE, PRISONS & POLITICIANS
FOR TOTAL LIBERATION
FOR ANARCHY

Solidarity with Belarusian prisoners on
Election day
Anarchists Ihar Alinevich, Mikalai Dziadok, Artsiom
Prakapenka, Pavel Syramolatau, Aliaksandr Frantskievich and
Jauhen Vas’kovich were detained in autumn 2010 and winter
2011 and all sentenced between 3 to 8 years of prison. They are

accused of participating in an illegal anti-militarist
demonstration, physical attacks on symbols of state and capital,
a molotov attack on a KGB headquarters and hacking into
government websites. We welcome solidarity actions of ANY kind
to demand their liberation.
The International of Anarchist Federations, August 2012
On September 23, while Belurussian Embassies were open for
voting, solidarity demonstrations for Belarus prisoners, took
place outside the embassies London UK and in Sofia, Bulgaria.

Anarchists picket the Bulgarian consulate in Sofia

USA: Congressman's Campaign Office
Vandalised and Burglarised
September 23: Vandals have
reportedly thrown large chunks
of cement through the windows
of Congressman Michael
Grimms campaign HQ, before
breaking into the office and
corrupting and erasing the harddrive of the campaign computer
server, which contained
confidential campaign files and
polling data.
In a press release, Mr. Grimm
stated that “this is a disgraceful
act of cowardice that is beneath
the people I represent. Here in
Staten Island we have never seen an attack on a campaign
escalate to this level. This heinous act represents an assault on
democracy and the political process... This follows recent
repeated thefts of “Grimm for Congress” lawn signs from the
yards of supporters as well as the theft of a billboard,”

Venezuala: Anarchists and October 7
October 3: As the electoral ritual approaches, we wish to affirm
the anarchist position regarding this circus. This political carnival
which grants legitimacy to the occupant of the presidential seat,
this instrument for the control and submission of the collective.
A vote for Chavez is a vote for Diosdado Cabello [1]; a vote for
Capriles is a vote for Diosdado Cabello. This statement is verified
by the programs offered by both candidates. One must simply

look at what both candidates propose for the energy industry.
Energy is the undisputed element in the country’s
developmental model. The false polarisation stands naked when
one notes the consensus in doubling the production of fossil
fuels with the participation of transnational companies.
However, the fundamental discussion is not about who controls
the industry, be it the national or the foreign bourgeoisie. It is
about whether this reiteration of the extraction model goes
against the promotion of an alternative developmental model
that would not feed the internal combustion engines of global
capitalism and would not damage the environment or the
indigenous and peasant communities. Whoever wins on October
7 will represent a victory for financial speculative capitalism, in
tune with a world market that has faithful servants in people
such as Diosdado Cabello.
A Hugo Chavez victory will only be possible thanks to a
convenient opposition candidate, a representative of Venezuelan
oligarchy who took part in the coup d’état of April 2002.
Capriles' discourse focuses entirely on the middle classes to the
exclusion of the popular sectors. Despite his pretense of a wide
and inclusive program, it was never a secret the campaign
decisions were taken by the top of the most conservative and
reactionary party in the country: Primero Justicia [Justice First].
Despite the obvious unhappiness with the results of his tenure
and the sustained increase in social conflicts, Capriles did not
convince the unhappy Chavistas or wide sectors of the
population. With this result the future would be dominated by a
strengthening of the authoritarian communal state, increased
exclusion from public policy due to party reasons and the
domino effect of an October victory resulting in Bolivarian
hegemony over governorships and mayoralties in the following
regional elections in December.
On the other hand, a Capriles victory would be possible only
because of abstention on the part of unhappy Chavistas and a
punishment vote by large segments of the voters and not
because of the winner’s virtues. Tired of the humiliation,
demagogy and the general impoverishment of the standard of
living, a vote against Chavez by those who had previously put
their faith in him would yield the numbers needed for a second
electoral defeat of the Commander-President. This would open
up a scenario of conflict and the ratification of the
governorships held by the so-called “opposition” in the next
round of elections.
Whatever the result there are two more important consequences.
The first is the justification of representative comprador
democracy that appeared falling in the popular explosion of the
1989 “Caracazo” (insurrection), a form of government that
could only be fixed by a charismatic and populist figure such as
Hugo Chavez. The second, of special interest to antiauthoritarians, is that these elections take place in the midst of
the worst roll back in history of the autonomy of the Venezuelan
social movements. As shown by the numbers from the
Observatory of Social Conflict], turning popular initiative into
electoral matter yielded what seemed most difficult: to stop the
increase in the number of demonstrations staged in the country,
which had been on the rise since 2004. The electoral blackmail
institutionalized towards electoral channels the energy of the
masses in motion, dissipating the autonomy enjoyed by some
grass roots conflicts against the established powers.

The attitude consistent with Anarchism can be no other than the
denunciation of the electoral farce and blackmail, refusal to
participate in the comedy and channeling all our energies towards
recuperating and fixing the autonomy of popular social
movements. The facts of the last 13 and half years confirm it:
Governmental discourse changes nothing. Structural and
revolutionary changes come from each and every one of the
oppressed and their collective initiatives.

Yates Building occupation, as well as leading up to the
upcoming anarchist bookfair, we wanted to present a simple but
visible and uncompromising critique of democracy and its role
in capitalist society.

[1] Diosdado Cabello is the main spokesman and representative
of the 'Boligarchy' or 'Bolibourgeoisie' a new elite which arouse
during the Chavez government.

Athens: Arson attack on local offices of the
Democratic Left (DIMAR) in Kaisariani

The text handed out to passersby is printed below. Enjoy:
DEMOCRACY: FOUR WOLVES AND THREE SHEEP
DECIDING WHAT'S FOR DINNER

In the early hours of Thursday, October 11th, a direct action
group carried out an incendiary attack on a local branch of the
political party Democratic Left (Dimokratiki Aristera) in the
neighbourhood of Kaisariani. This party is part of the current
coalition government, together with Nea Dimokratia and PASOK.
Here follows an excerpt from the responsibility claim, an
expression of solidarity with all those prosecuted for their
subversive action:
“The least we can give to such lackeys and bootlicking snitches
of the system is fire. To those who already spoke of fascism to
describe our act, we say that fascism is the hundreds of
‘preemptive’ detentions of activists and strikers. Fascism is the
impoverishment of society as a whole and the pogroms against
the ‘leftovers’. Fascism is the tortures against antifascist
demonstrators and comrades in solidarity in the Athens police
headquarters, the raids on squats, and the unleashed hordes of
DELTA and DIAS motorcycle police anthropoids. And any
struggle against this fascism of the State and the bosses is
RESISTANCE.”

USA: Chapel Hill anti-Election intervention
On Saturday October 13th a couple dozen people gathered at in
front of the Post Office on Franklin St. with banners, signs, and
literature to counter election year rhetoric. Several banners were
tied up around the square, free literature and food tables set up,
and hundreds of anti-elections anarchist pamphlets handed out.
On the coming anniversaries of Occupy Chapel Hill and later the

Why does half of the US voting-age
population stay home on election day,
year after year? Why is the battle for the
presidency always waged between men
whose greatest promise is that
everything will stay the same -- even
when everyone knows that something
must change? And in the face of these
obvious facts, why are we incessantly
told that voting is the most urgent, most
powerful, most sacred and important
political act we can take? Who profits
from these contradictions?
Republicans and Democrats agree on almost everything. Every
vote is a vote for war and sweatshops overseas, for surveillance
and suppression here, for environmental degradation and
corporate imperialism everywhere. It's easy to see why, when
every word spoken in Washington is backed by quantities of
cash most of us can't even imagine -- from the fast-talking
lobbyists to the media giants who manufacture public opinion.
Why do we keep playing our part in the joke, when we know
the joke's on us? When Bush left, the Obama generation
imagined that a new personality in the White House could fix
the problems the last politician caused, just as disillusioned
people on the right now imagine that ousting the current
president will fix today's malaise. It's natural to want someone
to blame when we can't afford the things we need, when
opportunities we've learned to expect are unavailable to us,
when the world around us seems increasingly unjust and alien.
Politicians are a reasonable group to blame. But why would we
believe other politicians when they promise they can make it
better if we just put our faith in them? Obama's hope and
change never materialized, and neither will the promises of his
opponents. Most of us know, even if we don't want to admit it:
the problem isn't personal, it's systemic.
The truth is, the society we live in is in the midst of a crisis no
politician can fix. The middle class that every would-be
president courts is disappearing, and it's not coming back. The
great peace-treaties that kept capitalism stable in the last
century are broken; even capitalists lack the resources to mend

them. Of course a new stabilization may be found to quell the
uncertainty and upheaval of recent years; if so, it won't be based
on compromise, but on force. That's what the politicians really
mean when they promise a return to normalcy: not prosperity, but
repression. If we want a different kind of future on the other side
of the crisis, we have to accept that it won't be a capitalist one.
And we'll have to make it for ourselves.
If the electoral promises all boil down to the same thing, what's
the real purpose of the election? Elections are a civic ritual to
confirm the legitimacy and might of the government. Like all
rituals, they draw their power from illusion -- not just passive
illusion, but participatory illusion. If enough people participate,
the main purpose is achieved, whoever wins; political legitimacy
remains the monopoly of politicians and bureaucrats, and
whoever doesn't vote is defined as apolitical.
The Occupy movement, for all its flaws, showed this illusion
crumbling at its edges; across the country, people came together
both physically and politically in a way that explicitly rejected
electoral politics. One year later, when politicians are again on
center stage, it is more important than ever to express the
possibility of a political power that is truly our own, to remember
that our disillusionment can be a rallying point for collective
strength instead of isolated apathy. Our dreams are too big to fit
in their ballot boxes. Instead of letting them define those dreams
out of existence, we choose not to play their game.

Kevin Carroll who is running as the British Freedom candidate
for Police and Crime Commissioner in Bedfordshire has also
had all of his campaign billboards in Luton destroyed by
vandals.

Protests and clashes across Egypt as
Morsi seizes new powers

Red & black anarchist flag flying above a burnt out Muslim
Brotherhood party office.
23 November: Demonstrations took place in several cities
throughout the country after Egyptian President Mohamed
Morsi signed a controversial decree expanding his powers.

Denmark: Windows broken during anti
government demonstration

Casualties were reported at the protests in Alexandira, and
Morsi opponents set fire to Muslim Brotherhood offices in
Suez, Port Said and Ismailia..
Police fired tear gas at demonstrators and clashes continued into
the night, while thousands of protesters organised a sit-in on
Tahrir Square.
October 16: On the 12 month anniversary of the 2011
parliamentary elections, over 200 anarchists marched through
Copenhagen in a demonstration against all government.

Thousands of protesters opposing the Egyptian president has
started a week-long sit-in protest on Cairo’s Tahrir Square.

Protesters made speeches denouncing police violence and
smashed in the windows of two separate banks. Despite a heavy
police presence no arrests were made.

UK: Fascist parties hacked and vandalised
November 11: For the past 3 weeks the websites for the British
Freedom Party, the English Defence League, and Kevin Carroll's
campaign page have been rendered inacessable under heavy
DDOS attacks.

A Burning police truck in Cairo, November 23

Mexico: Brief summary of the December 1st
protests

like Starbucks, 7-Eleven, bank branches, an electric power
company building, the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs
headquarters and so on. There weas widespread looting and
cops made detentions along the way.
Protesters then entered an area dominated by luxurious hotels
and global capitalist symbols. Strong clashes happened here and
most of the business stores had their windows smashed, and
slogans and graffiti were painted across most walls.

The 1st of December marks the change of federal government
every six years, when a new President of Mexico is sworn. The
office was won by the ‘imposition’ of Enrique Peña Nieto, a
member of the dominating Institutional Revolutionary Party
(PRI). Uniformed scum held a huge military parade in honor of
the new bastard, whom the troops shall serve and obey ‘to protect
the nation’; this year’s nationalist parade took place in Mexico
City’s Campo Marte military base.
On the other hand, thousands took to the streets of Mexico City to
oppose the newly-sworn president, in the context of similar
movements in previous months. The protest rally began early on
Saturday, December 1st, at 7am, in front of the San Lázaro Palace
(or Chamber of Deputies), which hosted the symbolic ceremony
where the president took the oath of office. The federal police
was in charge of repression in the vicinity of San Lázaro, erecting
steel barriers to push away protesters.
Among the diverse demonstrator blocs and generally angry mob
hundreds of hooded individuals from distinct anarchist/antiauthoritarian collectives, including the Revolutionary Anarchist
Alliance (AAR), Anarchist Black Cross (CNA) of Mexico, the
Anarchist Students Coordinative (CAE), as well as the Black
Bloc (Bloque Negro). Instead of shouting out about any
democratic delusion, comrades hit the streets for total liberation,
for anarchy.
Throughout the day there were riots, at least twenty injured
people (two of them severely wounded) and four cops injured.
Many protesters were targeted by police beatings, kidnappings
and chases. The Power was faced with a march of thousands of
demonstrators and reacted fiercely; heavy police forces like the
Grenadiers (armored anti-riot units) and cops of the GERI special
immediate reaction group were deployed across the main streets.
At around 12pm, the main bulk of the protesters moved
downtown towards the National Palace, where the president’s
election was formally completed. The location was surrounded by
presidential guards. Small-scale clashes broke out there, while
insurgents were preparing more Molotov cocktails.
The protesters were attacked by anti-riot forces. Some protesters
managed to resist the crackdown and fought back. On numerous
occasions, police used tear gases, rubber bullets, water cannon
armored trucks, stun grenades and physical violence.
In the meanwhile, youths smashed capitalist targets in their path

All around the world, it’s just the same shit. A.C.A.B.
It is being reported that an old man who was assaulted by the
police is still hospitalized in critical condition, while another
injured protester is in risk of completely losing one eye. In total
92 people were arrested in different parts of the city where
clashes took place. It has been said that among the hostages
were some of the participants in the Revolutionary Anarchist
Alliance bloc.
At 19.30pm, the Mexico City’s governor blatantly stated that
the authorities have unleashed a political hunt against anarchists
who—in his words—coordinated and planned the entire chaos
that was caused downtown, and sprayed graffiti on the historic
monument Hemiciclo a Juárez —recently restored together with
the whole of Alameda Central park, where the monument is
located, on a budget of around 200 millions Mexican pesos. The
painted slogan actually read ‘Neighbourhood food autonomy’.
A solidarity gathering for the arrestees, who were threatened
with severe charges, was called for in the neighbourhood of
Colonia Doctores in Cuauhtémoc borough. Heavy anti-riot
forces stormed the gathering, and people were chased all over
the district.
On December 2nd, it was confirmed that 69 people have been
held captive.
On December 3rd, the Anarchist Black Cross of Mexico
released a communiqué, stating that what happened on
December 1st in Mexico City is the product of social
discontent. The comrades denounce the growing campaign of
criminalization of social protest, holding Marcelo Ebrard—the
current head of Government of the Mexican Federal District—
primarily responsible for the accusations against anarchist and
libertarian groups or individuals. They furthermore explain that
the anti-anarchist witch-hunt is nothing new, as the persecutory
campaign against resisters of the established order was evident
already since 2003, after the commemorative demo of October
2nd for the 1968 Tlatelolco massacre. The mass communication
media spread that among the arrestees were persons who

participated in anarchist groups. For this reason the comrades
clarify that none of the hostages come from the ABC Mexico;
nevertheless, they clearly express their unconditional solidarity
with each and every one of those kidnapped by the State and
demand their immediate release.
‘Bread and circus to the people’ is what we experience in Mexico,
too. A vast majority of people still rely on the press to read
distorted news. At the same time dozens of attacks and direct
actions of individuals or groups like the FAI/FRI, CARI-PGG,
etc. are reported as if they were caused by some strange power
failure (often presented as the result of short circuit),
accompanied even with images of ashes from a torched ATM,
vehicle or industrial complex, while many more actions are never
made public in the mainstream media. Thus, we deem personal
contact and mutual trust necessary in order to spread libertarian
thoughts and counter-information on any such occasion, in order
to build relations that will trash the state surveillance and
corporate domination.

Anarchists wreck havoc in Mexico City

Protesters peck at the curb to get stones, with the sun making
spots of shade as if they were decals.
"It is necessary to contain the beast", says a hooded ones.
In the distance, the metal police fence provides a docile
sensation: a great extended being, shivering with the cold. The
stones are only screams thrown by the crowd. They bounce off
the fence and an echo responds. Behind the gray wall, the police
answer with water cannons, rubber bullets and tear gas.
In the shade of a tree, a couple of youngsters prepare Molotov
cocktails: gasoline, sugar, a bottle and a rag. The bottles spit fire
on the wall of the police.
"Let's show our anger against the system, companions" say the
howls of rage.
Signs below the footbridges [over the highway] read: "We are
not guerrillas, but soon we will be."
"We're sick of the candidates of imperialism. It isn't Peña, it's
the Yankees who want to strip us of our sovereignty," says Juan,
34 years old. "All my life I've been in the service of submission,
I'm tired," he says after receiving two rubber bullets.
Inside Congress, Peña Nieto is sworn in. Outside, the protesters
retreat, the wall and the crumbs of stones mark the culmination
of the rebellion …
In Juarez Avenue, the windows break like a cracking of nuts.
The whole fury contained during the campaign is unleashed:
"Peña Nieto... it is only the first day," reads graffiti on
newsstands on Juarez Avenue.
Like locusts in the fields, the anarchists destroy everything in
their path: banks, restaurants, shops, statues, monuments,
security cameras. The glass shatters, the shutters close.

December 2: The hooded and masked anarchists threw rocks and
Molotov cocktails at police cordons around the Chamber of
Deputies and at other cordons that closed off the Zocalo, the main
plaza where the National Palace is located. They used metal and
wooden poles and stones to break windows of many
establishments. Some small fires were set in garbage cans.
Homer, an anti-establishment man in his fifties who is standing
behind a tree, shouting: "Murderous cowards, we have six more
years to be fed up." He carries stones that the younger ones can
use as projectiles. He has the marks of two rubber bullets on his
abdomen.
"I was homeless for 21 years and have lived all the injustices. I
was a migrant and now I'm a farmer in the state of Hidalgo. Peña
Nieto is a president of the oligarchy and all kinds of mafias. I
would rather die here than live under a murderer," he says with
both nostrils swollen from tear gas.
It was as if Homer had decided to swap his life in exchange for
keeping a man from occupying the presidential chair. At times,
hooded men and women sing hymns of the Spanish Civil War:
"Black storms shake the air, dark clouds blind us ...", and that
gives them strength and they breakup the sidewalks and break
posts and hurl stones at a gray police shield.

"If the media are silent, the walls scream," shouts a hooded
woman while her fellow rebels paint subversive slogans: "War
on capitalism", "Shit imperialist", "Mexico has no president",
"Out with murderer EPN".
Bank alarms howl. The police try to stop the agitation.
Impossible. Protesters manage to put up barricades to prevent
the passage of the police. A motorcycle is in flames, a sculpture
is arm-less, a phone is without a receiver, a security camera is
on the sidewalk. Mannequins in ATM's with broken screens.
Shop windows reduced to galaxies of glass, to rubble.
On a fountain in Reforma Avenue one reads: "The hour has
arrived. Direct action "..."We plunder stores and rob gasoline."
In the plaza of the Revolution Monument, Zyanya is
expectantly facing the police with a scarf over her face and a
stick with a spike on the end.
"A human being's worst mistake is resignation," says the 17
year old student. "Direct action is the only way that the State
has left us. Only thus can social protest be re-established. And
we must do so without fear, and the people don't have to get
mad because we are all fucked the same way," she continues.
Jacqueline is 19, with a mindset on the pedestal of anarchy said:

"All of today's violence
is directed. We loot
shops and steal
gasoline. They are
things that deep down
belong to us. With this
we made Molotov
cocktails," she boasts.
"The economic order is
a means of oppression.
If it weren't for that, the people would get pissed off when we
break the windows of Oxxos, Starbucks, Sanborns, the banks.
They have educated us so, to fear capitalism. Ours is an act of
resistance," she says "If the repression continues, the struggle will
continue"

Slovenia: Mass protests against politicians
turn violent

not possess a crystal ball to tell what follows, but what we are
certain of is that we can expect nothing from romanticizing and
naiveté, yet a lot from organization and courage.

From below to the top, from periphery to the center
As protests spread throughout the country they grew into a
wider revolt against the ruling elite and existing order. People of
each region are creatively using their own local dialects to
articulate the same message to the politicians: you are all
finished. The decentralized character of the revolt is among the
key aspects of events so far. The other is the fact that the whole
process up until this point remains completely bottom-up in
character; there are no leaders doing the organizing, just the
people that are not being represented by anyone. In order to
defend this solidarity among people and block the recuperation
of the revolt from the hand of the political class, it is exactly
this decentralization that we need to defend, promote and
strengthen!

December 4: Dozens of people are facing charges after clashing
with police during anti-government protests in Slovenia's capital
on the eve of the presidential election.
About 8,000 people joined the demonstrations in Ljubljana.
Violence erupted when more than 100 violent extremists threw
rocks, and police responded with water cannons and tear gas.
The hooded, young demonstrators then fought street battles with
the police throughout the city centre. The clashes in Ljubljana
were the second this week, after a rally of 6000 in Maribor
against the local mayor when young protesters threw firecrackers,
fireworks and rocks at police.
Many protesters say they will boycott the upcoming elections,
“We want deep changes in society and not a change of the
leaders’ names.” one protester told reporters.
More protests are planned for next week in both Ljubljana and
Maribor.

Slovenia: No discrimination, they are all
finished!
December 6: These last few days have seen history crashing
down on us in full force. Revolt in Maribor initiated what few
had imagined was possible: people self-organized and pushed
their local sheriff to the corner, then finally forced him to flee in
disgrace. This was the spark that ignited a wider revolt against the
political-economic elite and the whole capitalist system. We do

Power to the people, not to political parties
After the initial spontaneous bustle of the revolt, when
creativity of the masses was thoroughly manifested, a new
space for strategic reflections opened up as well. If we want the
revolt to develop into a social movement with concrete
demands, aims and visions, we must find ways to articulate
those same demands, that are already present within the revolt,
and come up with the organizational form that can make this
process possible. Without that the revolt will quickly die out
and things will remain the same.
Concerning the demands we must proceed step by step and
begin with embracing those that have already been articulated
within the revolt. We have to also clearly say that we are not
struggling for the preservation of the old system. While we do
not allow the rights that were gained in past struggles to be

taken from us, we must maintain a core strategic perspective as
well. As long as capital and the state exist, patterns of
exploitation and oppression will remain in the public education,
health and social welfare system as well. This is why we must
also self-organize within these structures, not merely negotiate for
crumbs. Rights are never granted, they have to be fought for!
A segment of the corrupt political elite will perhaps realize that
they are in fact all finished and will leave the political arena. But
soon enough they will be replaced by new politicians that will
again, without us providing them with any legitimacy
whatsoever, make decisions in our name. Their interest are not
ours, and they are showing us that every day by numerous
examples of nepotism, corruption and through passing various
reform and anti-crisis laws that are pushing us even further to the
margins of society and beyond.
This is why all of them must go, from the first to the last. It
would be sheer naiveté to believe that there are pure, uncorrupted
people somewhere, that have only our best interest in their hearts
and that they would lead us from the crisis, we only need to find
them and vote for them in the elections. It is the political and
economic system with its inherent authoritarianism and
hierarchical character that makes it impossible for us to live in a
non-alienated way and according to our desires and needs. As
long as there is capitalism, where the minority rules over the
majority and pushes us to the economic and social margins, our
lives will be empty. If we do not resist and fight for alternatives,
there will always be someone that will rule over us; patriarchs in
our households, deans and student officials at our faculties,
bosses at our jobs and politicians in the government. False
democracy that they are offering us in form of elections is not the
only possible form of organizing our social lives.

For initial method of such organizing we suggest the institution
of direct-democratic assembly that has been a practice of
insurrectionary movements all over the globe in last couple of
years. We can organize locally into small groups and together
shape the future by recognizing our needs and by that the needs
of our towns and villages. Together we can form proposals and
discover our potentials, that will also enable us to realize that
we are capable of realizing more or less all of the former by
ourselves. This is how we will build sister- and brotherhood and
unity, where there is plenty for everyone, but nothing for those
that would like to rule over us.
For the next step we suggest mutual coordination of these
groups and to establish new forms of organizing of this
dispersed, developing revolt. We suggest that, based on our
common principles, we unite into a front of groups,
organizations and individuals. This front should be
ideologically open, inclusive and based on common demands. It
should be organized horizontally, without central bodies and
officials; and based on the autonomy of individuals and direct
democratic decision making process.
We call upon all groups, organizations and individuals that find
this idea suitable, to organize in our local communities into
open assemblies, that can later connect with each other. Let’s
take our lives back together!
From the streets and squares, 6. December 2012
Federation for anarchist organizing (FAO), Slovenia

Greece: Explosive attack against Golden
Dawn office in Athens
Dec 7: The Antifascist
Front/Informal Anarchist Federation
(FAI) claims responsibility for the
planting of a homemade explosive
device at the regional offices of the
Golden Dawn in the early hours of
December 4th, 2012.

Let’s organize where we live, work and study
If we want the revolt and its demands to produce actual social
power, we must self-organize. When we talk about the
organization of the revolt we necessarily think about forms that
are different from socio-political ways of organizing that we are
used to. We must organize from below, without hierarchies and
leaders; everywhere, where we are exploited and oppressed: in
our neighborhoods, in our work places, in our educational
institutions. Farmers should link into cooperatives; cooperatives
should connect with the urban environment. Self-organization
should be spontaneous and creative; it should develop free
relations and establish structures that will enable full
emancipation of individuals. It should follow the principles of
direct democracy, mutual solidarity, non-authoritarianism and
anti-fascism.

The comrades who detonated the
device checked the perimeter of the
area and ensured that no random
passerby was injured.
We chose to strike the Golden
Dawn’s offices because we believe
that, when it comes to the fascists, one has to strike first as
opposed to waiting for them to make the first move. We are not
going to sit and wait and do nothing while the serpent is being
hatched. We refuse to accept the passivity of public
denunciations as well as the role of an eternal victim that cannot
find the guts to openly confront the fascists. We detest the
humanitarian hypocrisy and the professional respectability of
politicians and journalists who demonise the Golden Dawn in
order to consecrate the democracy of demagoguery. We get
angry with any constitutional appeal to legality as well as the
ridiculous plead that ‘the Golden Dawn should be outlawed’.
To us, it’s not even an issue about whether the Golden Dawn

should be outlawed or not but rather that it should be extinct.
Of course we are aware that today, apart from some dozens of
shaved headed meatballs with a peanut for a brain, the Golden
Dawn has an organised party structure, state funding and an
extended popular footing in a part of society. We are also aware
that not everyone among the thousands who voted for them is a
neo-Nazi. Their voting body is the quaint mosaic of a
conservative mob consisting of fossils such as the monarchydictatorship partisans, of dastardly young males marvelling at the
goldendawners’ militaristic lifestyle, of disillusioned democrats
dazzled by the hardboiled surface and populism of the farrighters, of neo-poors whose nationalistic fantasies are the only
property they have left, of frightened petty-bourgeois people who
have projected their financial dead-end onto the foreigners and
turned it into hatred, and of dozens of other grievous social
caricatures that are trying to compensate for their misery and
cowardice by adopting the pseudo-macho attitude of the Golden
Dawn.
The bulk of these voters are not neo-Nazis, yet that doesn’t mean
they are innocent. They are just the tail of the serpent. Of course
there’s no immunity for them but the head comes first.
It is also a well known fact that Golden Dawn is on fantastically
friendly terms with the repressive forces, drawing from the ranks
of the police and military a great part of its voters. So, having the
cops to cover their backs, they go round unperturbed, parading
their pseudo-machismo by kicking empty cartons that immigrant
street vendors use or by stabbing others…
In an apparent antipode, the professional jesters of the Left are
trying to deal with the issue of immigrants by scattering the
magical glitter of ‘humanitarianism’. However, solidarity with
refugees cannot mitigate scoundrelism. There can be no excuse
for anyone who rapes (whether that person is ‘Greek’ or
‘immigrant’), nor any pity for anyone who ties up, gags and
tortures other people to steal some money from them instead of
going to rob a bank. The conservatism and social acceleration of
fascism is in fact increased by the leftist and anarchist rhetoric on
defence, as expressed in vague generalisations of ‘innocence’ like
the slogan ‘we are all immigrants’.
Ethnicity and diversity can neither be a criterion of guilt, nor a
presumption of innocence. Every person must be judged on the
basis of his/her choices and actions, not on grounds of race or
skin color.
Nowadays the Golden Dawn members and their followers find
refuge in the cowardice of patriotism. It’s the era of togetherness
among the frightened. The Antifascist Front/Informal Anarchist
Federation is fighting against the regime of fear. Breaking away
from bureaucratic platforms, from defense, we go on the attack.
We do not expect anything and anyone. There are no excuses. It’s
time to end passivity and defeatism. We attack the fascists by any
means — with beatings, knives, screwdrivers, fire, bombings and
bullets.
We are cartographers charting the goldendawners’ moves, we
ambush them, we trash them with punches and kicks, we burn
their motorcycles, and we ‘withdraw’ them from their pretentious
bullying. Better to cast some of them down to the ground now,
before they start believing that they can lift their heads for good.
It doesn’t take any militaristic specialization; it takes only

consciousness, courage and determination… There is also no
need for any lycophilia (spurious friendship) or any
adventurism for the sake of opportunistic gain within the
ephemeral alliances ‘against the fascist threat’ that highlight the
Golden Dawn as a countervailing force to democracy, thus
acquitting the parliamentary dictatorship of all its crimes.
However, the most dangerous fascism is not the quaint shaven
donuts of the Golden Dawn but the kind of fascism which is not
visible to everyone; the fascism which is hidden behind the
velvet courtesies of the democratic totalitarianism; the statutory
fascism of bosses, multinational companies, courts, of the
prison, the army, the police, the sterile knowledge of school, the
church, of laws, advertisements, control in everyday life,
boredom and loneliness that reign in the modern concentration
camps of metropolises. As much as they may hide behind a wall
of uniforms and firearms, all these tyrants of our lives will
always be in the firing line of the Antifascist Front/Informal
Anarchist Federation.
Comradely regards to all our brothers and sisters who make the
Informal Anarchist Federation a reality…
May our insurgency for freedom set fire to our hearts.
THINK REVOLUTIONARILY – ACT OFFENSIVELY
Antifascist Front/Informal Anarchist Federation-International
Revolutionary Front (FAI-IRF)
PS. We also send our conspiratorial salutes to everyone who’s
attacking the fascists, from Veria to Patras and from Crete and
Agrinio to Xanthi. Each and every one of the beatings against
goldendawners and the destruction of their offices are part of
the antifascist front. Fascism can only really be trashed with
deeds, not words…

Mass revolt in Slovenia, December 2012
December 11: Slovenia is being shaken by the first massive
revolt in two decades and the first that is predominantly
oriented against political establishment, austerity measures and
is in some cities already gaining anti-capitalist character.
In less than three weeks there have been 35 protests in 18 cities,
where more then 70.000 people participated altogether. Protests
often turn into clashes with police that are violently breaking up
the demonstrations. 284 people were arrested, some released,
some not. Many people have been injured.
It all started in the middle of November with people protesting
against the corrupt mayor of second largest city in Slovenia,
Maribor (he already resigned). They came up with the sort of
slogan He is finished (Gotof je) that has later been alternated to
address more or less every politician in the country. Protests
spread throughout the country in only few days. They are
becoming more and more the channel for the people to express
the anger over the general conditions of the society: of having
no jobs, security, rights, future.
Protests are decentralized, anti-authoritarian and nonhierarchical. People who never hit the streets before are
participating in it. They are happening in villages and towns
that never saw a single protest before. People are creating new

alliances, becoming comrades in struggle and are determined to
continue for as long as it takes. We do not know how long we will
manage to stay on the streets. But one thing is for sure. People
experienced the process of emancipation and gained voice that
has been violently taken from them in the past. And this is
something no one can take from them.

Italian fascist offices firebombed

It is theatre of the absurd as staged by the Italian bourgeoisie,
and it would be comic if we were not in such a tragic situation,
with the social butchery being carried out thanks to the
freedom-killing, authoritarian measures of the Monti
government, cheered on from the wings by two thirds of the
parliament. And of course, before him there were the neoliberal
policies of Berlusconi and the PD that impoverished millions of
workers and pensioners, those who have always been the target
of choice for the financial bourgeoisie's class-based policies
once they came to power with the rise of the neoliberal phase of
capitalism.
But media control and the support that it offers the political
clique is necessary to save at least some suggestion of a
parliamentary democracy that, although it is still the
bourgeoisie's means of dominion over the proletariat, has
changed profoundly over the years and is reaching an important
turning point in the construction of new, authoritarian
management policies being imposed by the wider bourgeoisie.

January 10 2013: The offices of Robert Fiore’s fascist, ‘Forza
Nuova’ party have been firebombed one month before the
national elections. The fascists have reported that extensive
documents, membership information, flags, banners, and a large
amount of literature was destroyed in the fire.
The offices in Bonifati are the regional headquarters in Cosenza.
No one has claimed responsibility for the arson.
Forza Nuova, whose activists intimidate and attack political
opponents, homosexuals, and immigrants, have hilariously
labelled the attack “a very serious act of intimidation,”

Anarchists attack political offices across
Greece
13 January 2013: In the night of Wednesday, January 9th, some
anarchists smashed and paint bombed all windows of the Nea
Dimokratia (New Democracy) party office in Kamatero.
Between the 11 and 13 of January anarchist guerrillas firebombed
the local branches of the Nea Dimokratia party’s offices in Dafni,
Halandri, Glyfada, Argyroupoli and Kypseli. And the PASOK
(socialist) party’s offices in Glyfada.

Italy: Have a nice election. And have a nice
dictatorship, too...
13 January: On 24 and 25 February, a sizeable group of
candidates to the senate and the lower house will be trying to
have themselves elected by millions of Italians by promising a
new government and the best of all possible worlds. And so all
the various saviours of the bank accounts and the class-based reequilibration of capitalist accumulation will stand up and present
themselves as the paladins of democracy and national salvation.

We are being asked to vote, while workers are excluded from
any possibility of democratic participation in the workplace.
While farcical bargaining agreements exclude the workers from
any form of collective practice. While the destruction of the
social state sees the involvement of all areas of power, from the
Catholic church through all the various parliamentary parties to
the mafias, eager to invest their money. While environmentally
devastating works are being carried out on the territory and any
citizen who opposes them is repressed by the police forces.
Pensioners on the breadline and workers reduced to desperation
through redundancy today have no chance of political
representation through the normal channels of parliamentary
democracy.
In the absence of vigorous social and revolutionary opposition,
the lower classes are excluded and unrepresentable by the
authoritarianism of capital which only heaps on their backs the
social costs of the reconstruction that is in progress. The revival
of a communist right and of populism stuffed with good
intentions and good sentiments that are being proposed as
institutional reference points of forms of resistance, incapable
of leaving behind the ambiguity of the seat in parliament and
the desire to represent, are unable to offer a real political option.
They are merely sad, useless approaches that will do not more
than contribute to their role, as long ago written by the capitalist
bourgeoisie.
Today more than ever any electoralist approach to the political
question is superfluous. The lines drawn on a European level by
capitalist power, by the financial bourgeoisie, leave no space for
manoeuvre. No parliament today is able to change the classbased, anti-worker policies that are hitting entire populations all
over the world. Smooth talkers from the Right and the supposed
Left, hell-bent on winning the seats they hold so dearly, are not
overly worried about coming up with an alternative to the
advancing barbarism. The things that count, the power of
money, the power of the Catholic church, the power of the
mafias, they are all untouchable pillars of the grand system on
which power is based. The growth that all aspire to continues to
be the growth in profits and inequality, in the exploitation and
impoverishment of the human, material and natural resources of
this country, to the benefit of the usual few.

As part of the redefinition of constituent powers that have set out
the lines of intervention and of the fall of political and social
control in Europe - and the policies of the Monti government are
their most authentic expression in the case of Italy - the
differences that appear in the distinctions between the parties are
just a marketing operation in view of the elections - to each voter
his or her own, but keeping the authoritarian and somewhat
fascist substance of the new race for accumulation.
The real struggle has been and will be directed against the weaker
classes, forced into a situation where it is impossible to respond
collectively, still trying to win political space that will never
arrive from the seats of parliament, but which once again in
history will have develop out of the concrete interests of the
exploited.
We must rediscover an autonomous, class-struggle point of view,
one which lies outside any compatibility with the system, so that
through class struggle we can take back the right for us to
imagine a society for us, a communist and libertarian society, and
resist the attacks by capital and the siren song of democratic
formalism.
Today more than ever it is essential that we once more emphasise
the autonomous, class-struggle position of libertarian
communists, not giving in to those who would see us as players
in a show that does not belong to us, where Monti's manifesto or
the moves to balance the State's books are there to remind us how
untouchable the general plan laid out by the powers is.
They are powers that need to be undermined at their very
foundations, without shortcuts or illusions, by building noninstitutional paths for representation and demands beginning with
our concrete needs, through class unity, taking back the
instruments of combative syndicalism, defending our rights and
in particular our right to a decent job, town by town, against the
social barbarism and devastation, refusing to pay the costs of
poverty and desperation. We must unmask those who call other
workers even more coerced than us our enemies, be they here or
elsewhere, in Europe or in China, and also all those, be they
bosses or workers, who say that we are all in the same boat, the
hostages of powers so remote that they cannot be fought.
The crisis cannot be fought by those who created it and by those
who take advantage of it. Only the direct involvement of each and
every one of us and the capacity to recognize in each single
struggle in our neighbourhoods and in our factories, in our
schools and in our anti-fascism, a piece of the freer and more just
society that we want for all, only this can lead to the real
construction of the libertarian alternative. And no amount of
electioneering can do that.

Abuse and political detention in
Morocco
23 January 2013: According to the Moroccan Association of
human rights (AMDH), there are about 70 activists of the anti
authoritarian movement currently in prison, in Casablanca,
Kénitra, Séfrou, Tangier, Nador, Fès and Al Hoceima. The
activists have been indicted with charges ranging from outrage
to state agents to calling for the boycott of elections, or other
minor offenses. For an activist of the Febuary 20th Movement
the problem is not restricted to the current prisoners but: “the
question is not only how many are imprisoned today, but how
many people were detained for even five minutes, abused and
put in prison since February 20th, 2011 [day of the first
demonstrations and birth of movement]”
According to Youssef Raissouni, from AMDH, “systematic “
repression, “in various forms”, has accompanied the movement
since its beginning. He raises a peremptory official report
today :” the situation has deteriorated. There is more political
detention than ever before.”
Repression has increased while the anti-authoritarian movement
has reportedly ebbed since the November legislative elections
which allowed to the Islamist party of the PJD to run the
government for the first time. Raissouni explains : “the
Makhzen [state apparatus] asserts itself, there is vengeance by
the regime against social movements. it went through one year
of discomfort, it is simple! It wants to terrorize the antiauthoritarians so that people don’t step out, so that future
activists are intimidated. Before going to demonstrate, you must
take into account the chances of repression and detention.”
For the activist Mohamed Amine Hessaboui, power tries to
eliminate the only real forces of opposition, “It is the only
solution which power has. It is the only choice which remains to
it. It played all its cards, the new Constitution and elections, to
tranquilise the voices which oppose the system.” Ezzedine
Eroussi, an activist of extreme left who was detained for five
months after a demonstration in Taza in December.

USA: Anarchists in Washington DC during
the 2013 Inauguration

Federazione dei Comunisti Anarchici

January 24: During the inaugural ceremony of Obama’s
reelection, thousands of dissidents from the Occupy movement
and other autonomous and anarchist groups converged on DC.

On Sunday, activists held a conference titled: "Nevermind the
Inauguration: A Festival of Resistance". At midnight after the
conference, a spontaneous Black Bloc of around 75 anarchists
marched in northwest DC.
Carrying black flags and two large black banners reading, "FUCK
POLICE FUCK PRESIDENTS" and "NO PRESIDENT CAN
GIVE YOU FREEDOM," the marchers chanted and periodically
hurled stacks of pamphlets into the air.
Several businesses were targeted, including banks and the
notoriously sexist establishment Hooter's.
Despite being followed and almost surrounded by police, the
crowd eventually dispersed with, reportedly, no arrests.
From handbills found on site:
"This world gives our generation no future. There will be no
American Dream for us -- only a slow decline of the wallet and of
the soul...In rage at the storefronts and surveillance cameras and
police of this city, we present this small act of rebellion...The
armed goons no longer intimidate us, the ballot boxes no longer
distract us, the empty promises hold no more meaning."
From mainstream media coverage:
"Around 60 protesters damaged
property around midnight
Sunday to Monday morning
around the 700 through 900
blocks of 7th Street NW, MPD
officials say.
Police located 3 separate
locations of damage:
1. DVA Federal Credit Union
ATM at 800 K St. NW. The
front of ATM screen was
completely smashed.
2. TD Bank at 901 7th St. NW.
A window was smashed and
yellow paint was thrown on a side window.
3. Hooters at 825 7th St. NW. A window was smashed out by a
man wearing a black mask.
The group also dropped pamphlets on the ground near the TD
Bank. The pamphlets said, "Against Every Cop. Against Every
Boss. Against Every President."
The group dispersed in several directions and police were not
able to make any arrests.
D.C. police are taking the incident seriously and are working on
obtaining surveillance video and further investigating the
incidents."
On Monday, after an Unauguration 2013 event, activists from
other cities joined the DC anarchist community and marched
through the streets chanting anti-government, anti-capitalist
slogans, while holding banners saying "No War but the Class
War!" and "No Fracking Mother Earth".
Police attempted to seize Anarchist Alliance DC's banner that
stated "Without Government, We Can Move Forward", and
protesters pushed back against police, and blocked traffic waving
black flags.

Activists also distributed over 1,000 copies of informational
zines, some of which were titled: "Don't Vote-Organize!", "Save
Our Planet From the Tar Sands and the XL Pipeline!", and
"What is Anarchism?".
Nancy M. an anarchist activist and spokesperson from AADC
proclaimed,"We are here to share who we are and what
anarchism means to us. As an aboveground group, it is possible
for us to yell our message, but we recognise that an
aboveground group is incomplete without the underground parts
of our community. I believe this is a step towards getting our
radical/anarchist community to know each other and work with
each other."

Hungary: Arsonist destroys Jobbik office

13 February 2013: An office of the fascist Jobbik party was set
aflame after 11 p.m. Sunday night in Dunaújváros. The fire
burnt out the entire office.
A police patrol caught a homeless man near the office, who
reportedly confessed to the arson at the police station.
Jobbik official Tamás Pintér said his party suspects a political
motive behind the arson.

Slovenia: They are all finished!

March 1 2013: Three months ago people in Slovenia rose up in
a decentralised massive revolt. It marked the start of an intense
and largely self-organized resistance to the crisis. It is in the
common daily and exceptional practices that challenge the
relationships of power that we see our uprising. Like the
resistance taking place all around Europe, this is a process with
many different forms of struggle and expression. All are equally
important and none should be ignored, pushed aside or
criminalized. It is in this multitude that we engage in a process
that re-orientates power towards control over our own lives. It

cannot be captured, branded or instrumentalised by any particular
interests, groups or parties. In this way, it opens a process of
reclaiming space for people to intervene in the discourse of the
crisis politics being applied across Europe.
The systematic call from the start to throw out the political elite
has made it clear that this process is about more than any single
politician or particular clique. The corruption of individuals in
power is just the extreme example of the actual corruption we are
fighting: the system itself. This is why we need to continue the
fight beyond the fall of the current government and beyond the
borders of our cites and our states. We are demanding a different
process, a constituent process based on the fulfilment of our
needs. No one in power will benevolently offer us alternatives so
we will impose them from the bottom up!
In the months since the uprising started we have seen increasingly
draconian attacks from the police. We are being intimidated in
our homes and common spaces; we are being sprayed with tear
gas and pepper spray; we are being beaten and detained for
fictitious reasons and for long periods without charges; we are
being persecuted and tried.
While they try to repress the uprising, it spreads beyond the
specific, local processes in Slovenia. It goes to the heart of the
great lie: that a market economy and privatised industry, services
and property will eventually lead to the prosperity of all people.
The project of a neo-liberal Europe, a constituent process from
above, is the main poster selling us this lie, while it socialises the
cost on us for a crisis we didn’t create. The system gets
accumulation, we get austerity. We cannot struggle against a
transnational system of capital if we are locked in our nationstates. Indeed, we are transcending parochial identities, historical
myths and political borders in this struggle.
This is why we say transnationalize the uprising!
We extend a call for all to join the common proces.
Anti-Capitalist Bloc

Venezuela: Neither mourning nor celebrating
Time for social struggles to become
autonomous!

around him, while the lack of ideological coherence amongst
his followers has left them scrapping for crumbs. The high-level
“rojo-rojito” [red chavista] bureaucrats and the upper echelons
of the military are best placed to benefit, as they negotiate
impunity for their various misdemeanours and corruptions.
For the right-wing and social democratic opposition, the new
situation finds them unable to overcome their loss of the
presidential elections of October 7 and the regionals of
December 16, offering a “yuppy populism” promising voters
that they will maintain and fine-tune the clientelist tools of
governmental power which were so useful to Chavez. This
accommodation assumes the belief that a fortuitous metastasis
has brought them within reach of the power that their greed,
mistakes, laziness and incompetence had kept them away from,
power they will wield with similar stupidity and greed as the
Chavista bolibourgeoisie.
The backdrop to this load of petty opportunism – from both the
Gran Polo Patriótico [the Chavista coalition] and the Mesa de
Unidad Democrática [the opposition coalition] – is Venezuela,
a country that faces out of control inflation, rising
unemployment and precarious jobs, the devaluation of the
currency, shocking personal insecurity, crises in electricity and
water provision, education and health systems in decline, a
housing shortage, obsolete – or incomplete – public works, a
demagogic approach which pays attention to only the most
extreme scarcities experienced by the most desperate people…
and a whole host of other problems which are equally
disastrous.
These issues are not the central concern of the two gangs in
competition for Miraflores [the President palace/seat] and the
oil booty. Our collective response must be to not relent to their
blackmail: support at the ballot box in exchange for ‘solutions’
that either never materialise or are ludicrously inadequate. Now
is the time to overpower the rotten powers from below and
build real equality, social justice and freedom. We must unleash
the generalised anger caused by our suffering, and convert it
into autonomous social struggles, self-managed and extensive.
We must spell out for the politicians in power that we don’t
need them, neither as intermediaries nor as gracious givers of
what we ourselves can construct – united and from the base –
without any need for “clean hands” or “red berets”.

March 5: When an illness becomes serious, when medical
attention becomes a vehicle for myopic, politically motivated
decisions and when a patient becomes drunk with power, it can
only end this way. The strongman has died, and in so doing, he
has initiated a substantial shift in the Venezuelan political
landscape.

El Libertario Collective

What used to be the regime’s greatest strength has suddenly
turned into its defining weakness: it was all Chávez, and, without
him, the only solution is to fabricate an absolute commitment to
his memory and his plans for succession. The government’s true
fragility can now be seen, a government which tried to
demonstrate its “popular, socialist” character via a grotesque
personality cult, a practice that has now been reduced to the
empty invocation of spirits. The deceased himself is to blame for
this outcome as the secrecy around his illness was propelled by
the same motivations as the extreme centralisation of power

April 25: Striking teachers in Mexico's Guerrero state attacked
the offices of four political parties and a building of the state's
education department Wednesday after the legislature approved
an education reform without meeting their demands.

Mexico: Teachers Attack Political Party
Offices

Dozens of teachers carrying sticks and stones smashed
windows, spray-painted insults at President Enrique Pena Nieto
on walls and destroyed computers and furniture. They set fire to
the state headquarters of the ruling Institutional Revolutionary
Party and another building.

receive gifts — consisting of money and grocery items — from
handlers of candidates.
Previous Philippine elections have also been marred by massive
vote-buying, cheating, intimidations and the unabashed display
of power and influence of political dynasties in Philippine
politics.

The 20,000-member union went on strike two months ago, after
the President passed a sweeping education reform. Its members
have since staged increasingly disruptive protests, including
blocking the main highway connecting Mexico City to Acapulco.

'The Local Autonomous Network (LAN) and autonomous
activists held a Food Not Bombs and Free Market in Luneta
Park, Manila. This is related to the autonomous group’s anti
election campaign started early this year. Park guards harassed
the volunteers and tried to stop the group sharing food with
hungry families and local homeless people. Since the activists
are committed to non-violent action, they moved to the main
road, where the group’s propaganda materials became more
visible to the public and motorists.

Philipines: Never trust a Politician

Turkey: Protesters set fire to AKP offices
June 3: Turkish protesters clashed with riot police into the early
hours of Monday with some setting fire to offices of the ruling
AK Party as the fiercest anti-government demonstrations in
years entered their fourth day.
In April, a group of politicians with their aids and supporters
stormed Onsite community in Muntinlupa City; armed with
colorful propaganda, a loud sound system with sweet talks and
fake smiles.
They were then confronted by an articulate volunteer who
discussed the flood problem and its relationship to the changing
climate patterns. He raised more serious issues which politicians
ignore, such as the heavy metal contamination of the biggest lake
in Southeast Asia, a few meters away from the community,
caused by surrounding industry.
Elections and politicians proved nothing in terms of improving
our lives; poverty, ignorance; environmental destruction, hunger
and social injustice persist. Politicians come and go without
changing anything.
As the campaign period for the May 13 polls heated up on its last
day on Saturday, cab driver told us that, “I am not excited to vote.
Every three years, I keep hearing the same promises from the
same people, who keep breaking their promises every two years.
Old and new politicians are alike. They want to remain in power
forever. They don’t serve the people.”
He referred to the ruling elite, whose members have been well
entrenched in politics. Although dynasty and traditional
politicians have become dirty words in this year’s polls, critics
were not strong and proactive to allow change of candidates. In a
depressed area near a river in suburban Quezon City, unemployed
voters and poor residents have formed groups, like herds, to

In the western port city of Izmir, protesters threw fire bombs at
AK Party offices overnight and television footage showed part
of the building ablaze.
Bus shelters, paving stones and street signs were ripped up by
protesters to make barricades that littered a major avenue by the
Bosphorus strait in Istanbul where some of the heaviest clashes
took place overnight, and revolutionary graffiti covered walls
accross the city.
Roads around Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan's office in
Istanbul were sealed off as police fired teargas to push back
protesters in the early
hours of Monday.
In the main street,
demonstrators
commandeers a
mechanical digger and
drove it at the police
lines protecting
Erdogan's office as
other protesters
followed behind. At a
nearby mosque,
volunteer medical staff
treated those hurt in the
clashes.

Bosnia-Herzegovina: Bosnians Blockade
Parliament
June 20: On the 5th of June, while the government was busy
negotiating with foreign bankers to attract new investment,
thousands of people occupied parliament square, temporarily
locking the nation’s politicians up inside and forcing the prime
minister to escape through a window. For two weeks Parliament
has been blockaded in Sarajevo, whilst thousands of people have
held demonstrations against the administration in other cities,
including Tuzla and Mostar.
While competing ethnic factions vie for political power, the
Bosnian people continue to suffer. By playing the race and
religion cards, Bosnian politicians hope to keep the people
divided while retaining the financial spoils of foreign investment
and World Bank and EU development loans for themselves. But
in a sign that most ethnic divisions are politically rather than
socially constructed, the Occupy Sarajevo protesters now have a
simple message for their politicians: “you are all disgusting, no
matter what ethnicity you belong to.”

South Africa: The System of Voting for
Leaders is Killing Us
June 16, 2013: It is clear that the rights of the working class and
poor people on the ground are not recognised by those in power,
and will never be. After the 1994 elections, ordinary people
thought that they will feel and enjoy real democracy. But to their
surprise, things didn’t work the way they thought. People are
being demoralised, threatened and killed when they stand up. It is
now difficult for people to exercise their democratic rights.
It’s clear that voting won’t bring any change in people’s lives.
The whole system is run by a small ruling class. Voting does not
change the system. By voting we are just fooling ourselves about
our rights. People voted in 1994 because they thought their votes
will bring complete changes in their lives. No one thought of
suffering after voting in the first elections. Promises were made
by so-called leaders in order to be voted into power. Their
promises were a big lie.
In the two decades since the ANC took power, privatisation has
spread with a new economic apartheid, millions of people have
lost their jobs, debts have risen and hunger has taken
over.Companies, factories and the government all make profit out
of the poor. While the Constitution may be better than the
apartheid system, it is still not a real democracy for the working
class.

richer. Although people have voted many times, we have lost
lots of comrades due to the brutality of the government and its
forces. Whenever people try to exercise the rights the
Constitution promises, such as rights to jobs, meetings and
decent conditions, they are threatened by police brutality. Many
comrades have died or been jailed in protests against evictions,
retrenchments and hunger. They wanted to know what
happened to the promises made to them by those in power,
those they voted for.
Did we vote for government brutality, for the Marikana
massacre?
We need to bear in mind that our brothers and sisters fought the
previous apartheid government due to its brutality towards our
people. And here we are still fighting the current government
the same way they fought the previous one.
Such systems only benefit the minority instead of majority. It is
only the ruling class minority deciding over the working class
majority which is totally undemocratic. But why do they act
like this? This is a big question. In simple terms, it is their
desire to rule over the rest of humankind for their own benefit.
What we know is that real majority rule does not exist . It is
clear that the Constitution is used to blind us into believing that
we have real democracy.
But what is meant by democracy? Democracy is when people
are living an equal life style, with equal access to power and
education, and when they share according to their ability and
need. What we see today is not democracy, but a system that is
demon-crazy!
The system needs to be changed, to be replaced with a new
anarchist democracy that leads to equality in living and
deciding. People need to organise themselves in order to take
over the factories and land and demolish the authoritarian
government / state structure. Spreading and understanding a
revolutionary and anarchist propaganda will help to conquer
and defeat the enemy and its system that rules us with an iron
rod.
It is us, the working class and poor, who give them the power to
rule us with an iron rod. We are living under a dangerous
system – and voting to keep the minority in power won’t help.
Let’s unite and organise ourselves to fight and defeat the
Government’s Official Departments
and its system of domination.
United we stand, divided we fall! Amandla!
Tokologo African Anarchist Collective

People are still waiting for what they were promised.
It’s been 20 years of capitalist “democracy” and there is no
change in poverty and suffering since the new ANC government
was elected. We are being fooled and used.

Brazil: Protestors set fire to Legislative
Assembly in Rio

As long we still believe in the government and state, nothing will
change as they are all after profit-making and about controlling
people’s lives through their laws and their police.

June 18th, 2013: Over 200,000
demonstrators marched through the
streets of Brazil’s biggest cities on
Monday in a wave of protest against
poor public services, police violence
and government corruption.

Voting is a system that kills innocent souls. It is part of the system
that oppresses the poor, makes them poorer and makes the rich

Police reportedly fired on protesters with assault rifles in Rio
when 100,000 took taken to the streets. Some protesters set fire to
police vehicles, broke bank windows and looted stores, and
hundreds broke into the legislative assembly, setting fires inside
and outside the building.

refused to peacefully surrender the voting areas. "We are not
going to let a minority, jumping over the law, pretend to usurp
the 13 million Chilean citizens who have a democratic right to
participate [in elections]," he said.
"They are not students, they are criminals and extremists," the
interior and security minister, Andrés Chadwick, said. "They
have acted in a co-ordinated and planned way to provoke these
acts of violence."
Police arrested 102 people and four officers were injured.

Chile: 224 arrested as students evicted

The president of Rio de Janeiro's legislative assembly called the
'invasion' by protesters an act of terrorism.

June 28 2013: Hundreds of students have been arrested in raids
on 28 schools which are to serve as polling stations in the
presidential primary elections on Sunday.
Students took over the schools two weeks ago.
Thousands of protesters also occupied the National Congress in
Brasilia before being driven away by police.

Government spokeswoman Cecilia Pérez “No one has a right to
tangle up an electoral process like the primaries.”

Chile: Battle lines drawn as protesters seek
overhaul of Chile's political system

Mexico: Anarchists march against Enrique
Peña Nieto on anniversary of election

24 June 2013: From rioting students, to angry fishermen
launching eggs at candidates, the the message in Chile is clear:
politicians beware.

On July 1st, the
anniversary of the
2012 federal
elections, various
anarchist
collectives
organised a march
through Mexico
City protesting
against the
president and the
political system.

With the election looming in November, the debate over who will
succeed President Sebastián Piñera has been eclipsed by a more
profound debate: how can any politician manage the simmering
discontent? Political attitudes in Chile, like Brazil, seem to follow
a similar logic: "throw the bums out". Trust in government
institutions is at an all-time low, with the national legislature
being singled out for particular disdain.
On Wednesday hooded protesters vandalised shops and fought
running street battles with riot police in Chile's capital last
Wednesday after more than 100,000 j university and secondary
school students marched through central Santiago.
In the hours before the march, masked youths attacked a police
station, and briefly occupied the ministry of education and left
burning tyres at road junctions.
While riot police battled a flurry of rocks and molotov cocktails,
students seized an estimated 30 locations scheduled to be official
voting sites for last Sunday's presidential primary vote.
The president, Sebastián Piñera, warned the students that squads
of riot police were prepared for massive raids if the students

The march started out from the Independence Monument,
passed the Senate and state facilities such as the energy
department and finished at the main square. The march also
temporarily blocked streets which resulted in several
confrontation with law enforcement.
Hundred of riot police followed the anarchists, who attacked the
police with stones and sticks on numerous occasions and freed
other demonstrators who were being arrested.
The hooded ones finished the march without any arrests.

Chile: Students Re-occupy Schools
3 July: Since Monday
and Tuesday, students
have reoccupied seven
schools across Chile,
days after they were
forcibly removed by
the armed police for
Sunday’s primary
election, as a part of
their on-going rally against the government, demanding better
public school education.
Two days before the elections, up to 28 schools were evicted by
armed police to make way for polling stations, yet an hour after
the armed police had vacated the premises, the students
reoccupied schools to rally against the Chilean government.
On Monday students reoccupied Liceo Carmela, a prominent
high-school in Santiago, after being evicted on Thursday and in
Alessandri, another municipal school was occupied by over a
hundred students.

Bulgaria: Protesters occupy Parliament
July 3: Today protesters have occupied the front of the Parliament
building in Sofia and say they will stay until their demands are
fulfilled. The occupation follows 20 days of demonstrations
outside the Council of Ministers building.
The series of anti-government protests in Bulgaria was triggered
by the appointment of media mogul Delyan Peevski as Chair of
the State Agency for National Security.
Although the appointment was revoked, the people went on to
demand that the entire cabinet resign collectively.

Libya: Protesters burn ballots
July 7: Anti-election
protesters in Benghazi set
fire to ballot slips in a
downtown square after
looting them from a local
polling station, them drive
off, shooting in the air as the
charred remains burned
Protesters demanding autonomy for eastern Libya forced several
polling stations to shut. Some were also closed in the eastern city
of Ajdabiya, where a depot containing electoral material was
torched earlier this week, an official in Benghazi said.
Another official said voting was disrupted at oasis towns in the
southeast, including Jalo and Ojla, after federalists prevented a
plane carrying polling material from taking off.
Gunmen attacked a polling station at a school in southwest
Benghazi, reportedly destroying ballot boxes and firing into the
air before fleeing. "Around 60 men and some women stormed the
school at around 1:00 pm before breaking the ballot boxes and
stealing some election material," said an election observer.

Mexico: Local Elections Sees Shootings
and Ballot Burning
Monday, 08 July 2013 : While Mexico held elections in 14
states, at least eight local politicians have been killed in recent
weeks. Others have reported being kidnapped or shot at. The
causes of most of the attacks are still uncertain.
Several Democratic Revolution candidates have dropped in
Durango out of fear, while others quit in Sinaloa last week after
a backup candidate for the city council of the town of Sinaloa
de Levy turned up dead.
Most of the killings have occurred in rural areas and candidates
from throughout the political spectrum have been targeted
ahead of the elections.
A mayoral candidate for the Citizens Movement in San Dimas
was found shot to death Monday afternoon.
Carlos Triana Garcia of the conservative National Action Party
woke up at 4 a.m. Monday to a spray of gunfire on his house.
Oaxaca's state leader for the Democratic Revolution Party, was
found dead in a field in Tuxtepec with three gunshot wounds to
the head. He had been missing for more than two weeks.
In past decades, much of the country's political violence was
blamed on the Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI, which
frequently used paramilitaries and ties to drug cartels to
maintain national power for 71 years. While politicians from
National Action and the Democratic Revolution Party (PRD)
have accused the PRI of fomenting the violence this year, its
candidates are also among those being attacked.
A PRI candidate for mayor of Lerdo was kidnapped and
murdered in February. In June, the body of a PRI candidate for
mayor of Guadalupe y Calvo was found dead. In Veracruz state,
a PRI campaign worker died after an unidentified group shot at
the campaign headquarters, while the PRI's mayoral candidate's
house was sprayed with bullets. In Tijuana, Baja California, a
Molotov cocktail was thrown at the residence of Pa RI coalition
candidate though the candidate was reported unhurt.
On Saturday the local legislative candidate for the PRI was
ambushed by assailants with semi automatic rifles while
traveling in a van with her campaign team in Oaxaca state.
On election day ballot boxes were stolen in Puebla and voting
booths were burned in Mexicali, Baja California, leading to the
loss of uncounted ballots. Candidates reported threats by
hooded figures
armed with
sticks and rocks
in Puebla state.
The level of
abstention in
some state
elections
reached at least
60%.

Somalia: Unrest in Puntland, 5 killed by Kenya: Protests attempt to occupy
parliament building
security forces

July 15: Protesting the hike of Kenyan parliamentarians' pay,
hundreds of activists took to the streets of the capital, Nairobi,
to protest against what they branded the "greed" of Mps.
July 14: Qardho residents burn polling boxes for the local
elections in Puntland

Around 200 people marched through the streets of the central
business district, intending to "Occupy Parliament", carrying
banners inspired by the Occupy Wall Street movement.

At least 5 people have been killed, 10 others wounded in riots
that has sparked in northeastern town of Qardho in eastern
Somalia.

Kenyan Mps, who are among the world's best-paid law-makers
recently voted to raise their salaries to 130 times the country's
minimum wage.

Clashes begun after local residents attacked Puntland security
forces carrying polling boxes into the town early on Sunday.
Elsewhere, riots and demonstrations sparked in central town of
Galkacyo, capital of Mudug region, as polling boxes intended to
be transported to Buhodle town were burnt down by an angry
mob against Puntland’s local council elections.
Many locals of Mudug and Karkar regions’ are strongly opposing
elections under president Farole’s ruling administration.

France: Attacks on a bank and political
headquarters
12 July: Neither Justice Nor Peace
A week after the murder of a comrade in Paris by fascists,* a
week after the ever-so-democratic police raid in Barbès…**

When the protesters reached parliament, they were blocked
from entering by anti-riot police. Carrying an effigy of a pig,
having branded the MPs "MPigs", they threw gallons of animal
blood around the area and tossed mock bank-notes in the air.

France: Wine militants bomb party office

… a bank ATM burned in Montreuil, the window of the Pré StGervais Socialist Party section shattered by blows, the
headquarters of the Left Front located at Lilac completely
covered with tags. On both spaces and the nearby walls, one
could read: “Scavengers”, “Neither the 6th Republic nor fascism
— Revolution!”
to be continued …
Neither democracy nor fascism!
Down with the State and capital!
* On Thursday, June 6, Clément Méric, a militant syndicalist and
anti-fascist, was beaten to death by two neo-nazis in Paris.
** The afternoon of Thursday, June 6, there was a massive police
raid in the Barbès area of Paris against undocumented people.

July 18: An office belonging to the ruling Socialist Party in the
southern French city of Carcassonne has been hit buy an
explosive device.
The explosion, which occurred in the early hours of Wednesday
morning caused windows to be blown out and part of the ceiling
to collapse.
Graffiti left at the scene suggests militant wine growers with a
grudge against the government were behind the attack.

The letters CAV, which were sprayed on the wall outside the
offices in blue and red paint stands for Comité d’action Viticole
or winemakers' action committee.
"Le Foll!!" – the surname of the Socialist agriculture minister
Stephane le Foll was also sprayed on the wall.
Active mainly in the south of France, militant winegrowers
struggling to survive have staged guerrilla actions over the past
few decades.
Their actions have included dynamiting agriculture ministry
buildings, hijacking foreign wine-tankers, vandalising
supermarkets, plastering graffiti on agricultural banks and
pouring gallons of wine down the drain to express their plight.
In a video sent anonymously to French TV in 2007, wine
militants in balaclavas threatened violent action against thenpresident, Nicolas Sarkozy.
The tradition of winegrowers' uprisings in the south of France
centres on a famous 1907 revolt that led to the army killing six
people.

Forces Alliance (NFA), the biggest party in the legislature.
During the unrest more than a thousand inmates escaped alKweifiya prison outside of Benghazi. Inmates started a riot and
set fires after security forces opened fire on three detainees who
had tried to escape. Armed villagers quickly arrived at the
prison after news of the riot spread, firing rifles in a bid to free
their imprisoned relatives.
At a news conference, Prime Minister Ali Zidan blamed the
jailbreak on those living around the prison.
"The prison was (attacked) by the citizens who live nearby
because they don't want a prison in their region...the citizens
opened the doors to the prisoners."

Tunisia: Mass anti-government protests
across the country

Libyans attack political party buildings and
free prisoners

Crowds of protesters gathered outside the offices of the Interior
Ministry in Tunis, the capital, calling on Ennahda to relinquish
power. Security forces were deployed to contain them.

27 July 2013: Protesters have attacked offices of Libya's Muslim
Brotherhood and the headquarters of a liberal coalition party after
demonstrations in Benghazi turned violent.
Hundreds took to the streets on July 26 and burned tires on the
road to denounce the killing of Abdelsalam al-Mosmary, a
political activist and critic of the Brotherhood.
Protesters then set fire to a Muslim Brotherhood office and a
Justice and Construction Party (JCP) building, while shouting
"Gather your belongings. Benghazi wants you out'".

"The people want the fall of the regime," crowds crammed into
Bardo Square shouted. The same slogan was popularized by
protesters in 2011 when Tunisians ousted the then-president
Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali
Protests also erupted in other cities, including Sidi Bouzid, the
impoverished town where the Tunisian revolution began, and in
the nearby town of Meknassi, where angry demonstrators
burned down the local Ennahda headquarters.

Tunisia: Statement of Disobey Movement

"The people were in the streets because they are fed up of all
political parties” a demonstrator told reporters..
A group of youths then descended on the Tripoli offices of the
JCP, smashing its windows before throwing furniture and
documents in the streets.

August 1: Since the disbandment of KASBAH sit-in, Tunisians
have been living under the dominance of a rivaling political
class with politicians feeding on the blood of the poor and the
marginalized, exploiting the wealth in the regions while
discarding its inhabitants, causing the people to survive with the
minimum conditions of life and to suffer poverty and lethargic
unemployment. The situation is aggravating due to the fascist
tendency the system has taken with the assassinations of
political militants; the list is still open to more assassinations.

Graffiti reading "Go shave your beards hypocrites, Libya does not
need you" was sprayed on the building.
They also ransacked the headquarters of the liberal National

The overriding and massive movements all over the country
during the last couple of days are of dramatic importance as
they resulted in the seizure of regional administrative power.

In Tripoli, a crowd gathered in the central Martyrs Square, saying
they were there "in solidarity with Benghazi".

Yet, this revolutionary step needs to be confirmed, the masses
should claim their right to self-manage their resources.

police, set fires to garbage cans, destroyed bus stops and
occupied government buildings.

The uprising masses should work to put the local and regional
councils they founded into action and affirm their priority and
right to manage public affairs by;

Protestors have called for a general strike on August 30 and
want an end to court proceedings against arrested protestors.

* founding local public affairs councils to self-manage the
resources and wealth on the level of districts, villages, lands,
factories, rural areas and communities.
* founding regional councils (on the level of prefectures) to run
and coordinate regional affairs.
* founding a national council formed by delegates from local and
regional councils to set a program for development and the
general principles of Tunisians everyday life affairs and
implanting supervising committees supervising the realization of
decisions taken by the council
These are suggestions we give to militant forces for tearing down
the regime, acquiring the sovereignty over their own destiny,
cutting, once and for all, poverty, regional disparities, violence
and terrorism. Militants must fight any attempted detours
prepared between the actual shame council, party shops, and in
the corridors of embassies as well, under the motto of either
salvation or democratic transition which will become a consensus
to rob the revolution and wealth of the masses.

Turkey: Sound bomb targets AKP office in
Istanbul
August 11: A sound bomb exploded outside the office of the
ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) in Istanbul’s Kartal
district in the early hours of Aug. 11, causing damage to the
building but no injuries.

Protests against Cabral started in June amid a wave of
nationwide demonstrations, while the mass movement petered
out, smaller protests pressing for Cabral's resignation have
continued.

Egypt: Statement on the coup and military
repression
The events of the past couple of days are the latest step in a
sequence of events by which the military can consolidate its
hold on power, aim towards the death of the revolution and a
return to a military/police state.
The authoritarian regime of the Muslim Brotherhood had to go.
But what has replaced it is the true face of the military in Egypt
– no less authoritarian, no less fascist and for sure more difficult
to depose.
The massacre carried out by the army against pro-Morsi
supporters in Nadha Square and Raba’a has left around 500
killed and up to 3000 injured (Ministry of Health figures- the
reality is likely much higher). It was a pre-orchestrated act of
state terrorism. Its aim is to divide the people and push the
Muslim Brotherhood to create more militias to avenge and
protect themselves. This in turn will enable the army to label all
Islamists as terrorists and produce an “internal enemy” in the
country which will allow the army to keep the military regime
in an ongoing state of emergency.

The blast occurred at 2 a.m. outside the AKP’s office, causing
damage to the office and neighboring stores.
The loud explosion also sparked fear among residents who said
this was the third time that a sound bomb had exploded in the
same place.

Brazil: Riots continue in Rio

August 13: Clashes have erupted outside Guanabara Palace in
Rio de Janeiro at the latest in a months-long series of protests
against Rio state Governor Sergio Cabral.
Riot police used tear gas on several hundred protesters gathered
in front of the governor's palace. Protesters lobbed stones at

They go after the Muslim Brotherhood today, but they will
come after anyone who dares to criticize them tomorrow.
Already the army has declared a state of emergency for one
month, giving the police and military exceptional powers, and a
curfew has been declared in many provinces for the same
amount of time from 7pm to 6am. This gives the army a free
hand to crack down on dissent. It is a return to the days before
the revolution, where emergency law had been in place since
1967 and it provided the framework for wide-spread repression
and denial of freedoms.
The character of the new regime is clear. Just a few days ago 18
new governors were appointed, the majority of which hail from
the ranks of the army/police or even remnants of the Mubarak

regime. There has also been an ongoing attack on workers who
continue to strike for their rights (such as the recent army attack
and arrest of steel workers on strike in Suez). The military regime
is also hunting for revolutionary activists, journalists have been
beaten and arrested, foreigners have been threatened against
being witness to events. Both local and global media has told half
truths and built narratives supportive of a political agenda. The
counter-revolution is in full flow and it knows how to break the
unity of the people in its effort to divide and conquer.
In the past two days there has been a rise in sectarian reprisals,
with up to 50 churches and christian institutions attacked. The
army and police were not seen protecting these buildings of the
Christian community. It is in the interest of both army and the
Muslim Brotherhood to stoke tensions and create fear and hatred
in the people. They will fight for their control of the State as
people’s blood fills the streets.
We condemn the massacres at Raba’a and Nadha Square, the
attacks on workers, activists and journalists, the manipulation of
the people by those who vie to power, and sectarian attacks. For
the revolution to continue the people must remain united in their
opposition to the abuses and tyranny of power, against whoever it
is directed.
Down with the military and Al-Sissi!
Down with the remnants of the Mubarak regime and business
elite!
Down with the State and all power to autonomous communities!
Long live the Egyptian revolution!

Germany: Right wing rally attacked
August 29: Bernd Lucke,
the leader of the far right
'Alternative For Germany'
party was knocked off his
feet after hooded
opponents stormed the
stage he was speaking
from.
Mr Lucke was pushed to
the ground while the
group of antifascist activists used pepper spray against rally
organisers. One campaigner was reportedly injured as he tried to
protect Mr Lucke at the rally in Bremen on Saturday.
Far-Left agitators have attacked Alternative fuer Deutschland
(AfD) members several times over the last two months.
A member of the AfD executive committee, was punched in the
face last Saturday while manning a campaign stand in the town of
Schwerin, 70 miles east of Hamburg.
Two weeks ago at a campaign event in Gottingen, the AfD was
also attacked by antifascists. Afd campaign posters have
reportedly been attacked across the country and in Berlin stones
were thrown recently at a truck loaded with AfD posters.

Australia: Vandals attack offices of Liberal
and Labor MPs

The Melbourne electorate offices of a Labor and a Liberal MP
have been vandalised with graffiti attacking their stances on
asylum seekers.
“FREE THE REFUGEES” was daubed on the office of speaker
and Labor MP Anna Burke and three large windowpanes
shattered.
The Bentleigh office of Liberal finance spokesman and
Goldstein MP Andrew Robb has been sprayed with similar
sentiments: “no one is illegal” and “let them in”

Australia: Ungovernables claim attack on
electoral offices
August 30: The current border policies of the ruling elite are
cruel, oppressive, revanchist. Last night we vandalised the
offices of Simon Crean, Anna Burke, and Andrew Robb; they
are complicit.
The politicians and bosses have driven wedges between us,
trying to convince us there is an enemy in people from across
the sea. The real enemy, of course, is those who seek to rule us.
Our sisters and brothers, the 'boat people', have been asking for
our solidarity for years. They have petitioned, protested,
hunger-striked, self-harmed and suicided. But help has not
come. The only rational response left is to riot.
We are privileged citizens in occupied land and we stand to
benefit from this racist approach. But this won't do. We don't
accept this reality and we never will. It doesn't matter who we
are. What matters is that we resist. That we show resistance is
possible. It's the right – the only – way to act in such terrible
times. In doing so we hope to inspire others to break the spell of
passivity, together we can turn the world upside down.
We stand by the rioters, the 'boat people', the border-hoppers
and 'illegals' in this land and throughout the world. We stand by
them til all the prisons are ash and the borders finally broken.
Whoever is elected, we remain,
Ungovernable

